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Platinum Silicones

PLATINUM SILICONES
* Available in larger quantities
A-2000 PLATINUM SILICONE ELASTOMER
This is the latest in the development of elastomers specifically formulated for prosthetics. This is the
first generation of a 1:1 mixture. RTV material reacts well with Thixo. The clinicians can control the
viscosity of this silicone while working with the uncured material. This will allow you to place
uncured material into the open mold before packing.
A-2000

2 lb Kit

$145.00

Durometer Shore A
Tensile Strength (psi)
Tear Strength (ppi)
Elongation (%)
Viscosity A:
Viscosity B:

Recommended Uses
*A-2000 Facial and body prosthetics

25 +/- 3
800
12
500
150,000cps
18,000cps

A-2006 PLATINUM SILICONE ELASTOMER
A-2006 is similar to A-2000. 1:1 mixture RTV. Lower durometer than the A-2000.
A-2006 will bond extremely well to acrylic, using A-330-G Primer.
A-2006

2 lb Kit

Durometer Shore A
Tensile Strength (psi)
Tear Strength (ppi)
Elongation (%)
Viscosity A:
Viscosity B:

$138.95

Recommended Uses
Facial prosthetics

12 +/-3
410
84
626
130,000cps
16,000cps

A-2186 PLATINUM SILICONE ELASTOMER
A-2186F
Ratio of mixture is 10:1, Platinum Cure System. A-2186 Silicone Elastomer is a two-part, clear to
translucent pourable silicone system that will cure at room temperature. Cure time can be reduced
with elevated temperature. When properly cured, A-2186 offers high tear strength along with other
good physical properties. 2186-F is an accelerated version of 2186 standard elastomer.
A-2186
A-2186-F

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer, Shore A:
30
Tensile Strength (psi):
900
Tear Strength (ppi):
90
Elongation (%):
600

1lb Kit
$69.95 (Standard)
1lb Kit
$89.95 (Fast Cure)
~ Silicone Elastomer
~ Higher Platinum Content
~ Accelerated Cure Rate

Recommended Uses
*Facial and body prosthetics
A-588 REALISTIC SILICONE ELASTOMER
One pound of base and 2 oz. bottles of cross linker to silicone elastomer. This is new platinum,
translucent, two-part 10:1 by weight multiple durometer silicone. A-v588 is not recommended for
adhesive retained prostheses, because of its low properties.
A-588 is ideal for implant retained prosthesis, and all bonding applications to various substrates
A-588 Realistic Silicone Elastomer
A-588-1 .. .shore A of 12
A-588-2.. .shore A of 20

1lb kit
1lb kit
$69.95

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
A-588-1
Durometer shore A
12
Tensile Strength (psi)
600
Tear Strength (ppi)
45
Elongation (%)
600

Recommended Uses
*Facial and body prosthetics
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A-588-2
20
700
65
425

PLATINUM SILICONES
LSR-04 SILICONE ELASTOMER
This new LSR-04 Liquid Silicone Rubber is a 1:1 Platinum Cured, Translucent, low viscosity, RTV
room temperature cure, approximately 3 hours. This is an excellent low-durometer silicone
material. Does not cure tack free, limited applications, gel like.
LSR-04
2 lb Kit
LSR-04-GAL
2 Gal Kit
LSR-04-5GAL 10 Gal. Kit

$38.95
$275.00
$1200.00

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer
04
Tensile (psi)
430
Tear (ppi)
60
Elongation (%)
800

LSR-05 SILICONE ELASTOMER
This new LSR-05 Liquid Silicone Rubber is a 1:1 Platinum Cured, Translucent, low viscosity, RTV
room temperature cure, approximately 3 hours. This is an excellent low-durometer silicone
material. The uses for this product are unlimited.
LSR-05
2 lb Kit
LSR-05-GAL 2 Gal Kit
LSR-05-5GAL 10 Gal. Kit

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer
05
Tensile (psi)
495
Tear (ppi)
70
Elongation (%)
990

$38.95
$305.00
$1350.00

LSR-10 SILICONE ELASTOMER
Factor II, Inc. LSR-10 Silicone elastomer is a low-durometer, two-part, 1:1 translucent silicone
system that is heat-cured for production. This is an excellent low-durometer silicone material.
LSR-10
LSR-10G
LSR-10-5

2 lb Kit
2 Gal. Kit
10 Gal. Kit

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer
10
Tensile (psi)
430
Tear (ppi)
80
Elongation (%)
800

$38.95
$305.00
$1350.00

LSR-20 SILICONE ELASTOMER
Factor II, Inc. LSR-20 Silicone elastomer is a low-durometer, two-part, 1:1 translucent silicone
system that is heat-cured for production. This is an excellent low-durometer silicone material.
LSR-20
LSR-20G
LSR-20-5

2lb Kit
2 Gal. Kit
10 Gal. Kit

$38.95
$305.00
$1350.00

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer
20
Tensile (psi)
650
Tear (ppi)
100
Elongation (%)
800

LSR-60 SILICONE ELASTOMER
Factor II, Inc. LSR-60 Silicone elastomer is a low-durometer, two-part, 1:1 translucent silicone
system that is heat-cured for production. This is an excellent low-durometer, high viscosity silicone
elastomer, with excellent elevated physical properties, also available in cartridges.
LSR-60
LSR-60G
LSR-60-5

Factor II, Inc.

2lb Kit
2 Gal. Kit
10 Gal. Kit

$49.95
$355.00
$1375.00

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer
60
Tensile (psi)
1110
Tear (ppi)
200
Elongation (%)
370

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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SILICONES

A-103 MEDICAL GRADE ELASTOMER
A-103 Medical grade elastomer is a pourable, clear to translucent, platinum cured, high strength
medical grade silicone rubber, which cures at room temperature. No shrinkage when cured at room
temperature; unlimited thick-section cure; heat accelerative cure; physical and electrical stability; high
elongation; improved tear strength.
A-103
A-103

1lb Kit
11lb Kit

$112.00
$945.00

TYPICAL DURED PROPERTIES
Durometer, Shore A: 27
Tensile Strength (psi): 650
Tear Strength (ppi): 90
Elongation (%): 500
Viscosity A: 70,000 cps

Recommended Uses
Medical devices 29 days & under
Facial and body prosthetics

A-104 MEDICAL GRADE DISPERSION
A-104 Fluid 50% Medical grade dispersion is a liquid RTV solution containing 50% active silicone
ingredients in mixed aliphatic and isopropanol solvents. The active silicone used is an
aminofunctional dimethylsiloxane copolymer. The polar nature of the aminofunctional groups and the
ability of the fluid to cure cause films to deposit and adhere to metal cutting edge.
Type: 50% silicone dispersion in aliphatic and isopropanol solvents
Special Properties: Excellent lubricity; high adhesion to metal; easy application; room temperature
cure.
A-104
A-104-4

16oz
Box of 4 - 16oz

$131.95
$425.00

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Appearance: Colorless to Slightly Hazy
Viscosity: at 77o F: 160 cps
Temperature Cures: at room temp. 25oC
Moisture Relative Humidity: 55%

Recommended Uses
Coatings
Surgical devices 29 days and under

HEAT CURE RUBBER (HCR)
HIGH STRENGTH MILLABLE SILICONE ELASTOMERS:
CLASS VI
HCR ELASTOMERS are supplied as a two-part kit (Part A & Part B). Equal portions (A to B) must be
thoroughly blended together prior to use.
Ideally a two-roll mill (page 54) is used for the blending process.
HCR Elastomers are available in a range of nominal hardness from 35 to 80, durometer Shore A.
HCR Silicone Gums
A-135
A-150
A-165
A-180
2kg (4.4lb)
13.6kg (30lb)

$59.95
$399.95

Durometer
(Shore A)
A-120
A-135
A-150
A-165
A-180

22
36
50
61
77

Tensile
Strength
(psi)
1427
1201
1545
1168
1049

Elongation
%

Modulus at
200%(psi)

1283
1117
976
939
614

58
178
282
355
534

Tear
Strength
(ppi)
184
201
244
241
223

A-120
13.6kg (30lb)
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$650.00
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Shrinkage
linear (%)
N/A
2.4
2.4
2.0
1.8

Bluestar
LSR Silicone CartridgesCARTRIDGES
BLUESTAR LSR
SILICONE

HIGH DUROMETER LIQUID SILICONE CARTRIDGE
Liquid Silicone Rubber (LSR) Systems are two part 100% solids, pure dimethyl silicone elastomers,
engineered for optimum performance in liquid injection molding (LIM) processes where high clarity,
high strength molded parts. Liquid Silicone Rubber (LSR) is a pumpable, colorless, translucent
paste. When A and B components are mixed together in equal portions by weight, the paste will cure
to a tough, optically clear elastomer via platinum catalyzed addition cure chemistry. Addition cure no
solvent, mix ratio 1:1, long working time.
Biocompatibility: This product is designed to meet USP Class VI requirements. 50 milliliter
cartridge. Includes 4 mixing tips.
DG-1A Dispensing Gun may be used for 30&40
Pneumatic Dispensing Gun DG-50 should be used for 50,60,&70
Need it in a custom color? No problem! Give us a call before you order for custom colors and large
quantity discount pricing. 1-800-332-8688
A-221-05
A-223-30
A-223-40
A-225-50
A-225-60
A-225-70
50 mil
200 mil

A-221-05
A-223-30
A-223-40
A-225-50
A-225-60
A-225-70

$24.95
$34.95

Durometer
(Shore A)

Tensile Strength
(psi)

Elongation
(%)

Modulus at
100% (psi)

Tear Strength
(ppi)

5
31
41
50
59
68

450
1400
1230
1225
1300
1300

980
790
615
570
480
450

15
90
190
295
350
530

60
195
255
265
250
240

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

Appearance

Clear, thixotropic liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid

www.factor2.com
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BlueStar LSR LSR*
BLUESTAR

LSR (LIQUID SILICONE RUBBER: SILICONE ELASTOMER
*Liquid Silicone Rubber (LSR) Systems are two-part 100% solids, pure dimethyl silicone elastomers, engineered for optimum performance, in
liquid injection molding (LIM) processes for high clarity, high strength molded parts. Liquid Silicone Rubber (LSR) is a pump-able, colorless,
translucent paste. When A and B components are mixed together in equal portions by weight, the paste will cure to a tough, optically clear
elastomer via platinum catalyzed addition -- cure chemistry. Additions cure no solvent, mix ratio 1:1, long working time. NOT POURABLE. See
50ml and 200ml cartridge systems for injection solutions.

A-221-05
A-223-30
A-223-40
A-225-50
A-225-60
A-225-70

Durometer
(Shore A)

Tensile Strength
(psi)

Elongation
(%)

Modulus at
100% (psi)

Tear Strength
(ppi)

5
31
41
50
59
68

450
1400
1230
1225
1300
1300

980
790
615
570
480
450

15
90
190
295
350
530

60
195
255
265
250
240

Appearance

Clear, thixotropic liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid
Clear, paste-like liquid

Biocompatibility
This Product is designed to meet USP Class VI requirements.
Recommended Uses
*05 - Facial - Breast Prosthetics
*30 - Facial - Finger & Hand Prosthetics
*40 - Facial - Finger & Hand Prosthetics
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A-221-05 (Bluestar LSR-4305/V50093)

2lb Kit

$42.95

A-223-30 (Bluestar LSR-4330/V50131)

2lb Kit

$40.95

A-223-40 (Bluestar LSR-4340/V50096)

2lb Kit

$40.95

A-225-50 (Bluestar LSR-4350/V50097)

2lb Kit

$42.95

A-225-60 (Bluestar LSR-4360/V50102)

2lb Kit

$42.95

A-225-70 (Bluestar LSR-4370/V50101)

2lb Kit

$42.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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BlueStarSILICONES
Silicones
ACETOXY

Bluestar Silicone Medical Grade RTV Silicone Adhesives (Med 4100 and
Med 4300) are high strength one-part products designed for use in
fabricating elastic bonds to various substrates. These Acetoxy Silicones
cure at room temperature, vulcanized by exposure to ambient moisture in
the air to form a tough, elastic bond, While curing, these silicones
adhesives give off an acetic acid odor. It contains no solvents or
plasticizers. Medical Grade RTV Silicone Adhesive is designed to exhibit
high thixotropy in thin sections, but will self-level in thick sections.
A-4100 is recommended for silicone-to-plastic bonding applications.
A-4300 is recommended for silicone-to-metal bonding applications.

BIOCOMPATIBILITY: IMPLANT GRADE: < 29 DAYS
Our medical products are designed and tested to meet many of the ISO
10993 biocompatibility test requirements for long-term implantable
materials, which can create substantial savings in product development
testing and time to market. All materials used in each manufactured lot
are screened beforehand by an MEM tissue culture test.







Cures at room temperature
Very high bond strength
Produces no cytotoxic effect in a direct-contact cell culture
Low viscosity
High translucency.

A-4100 3 oz/ 90-gram Tube
A-4300 3 oz/ 90-gram Tube

$89.00
$94.00

A-564 ACETOXY SILICONE ADHESIVE
New improved one-part RTV acetoxy silicone Elastomer. This silicone
Elastomer will form a tenacious bond to most silicone elastomers.

Low viscosity

Enhanced physical properties

Enhanced cohesive qualities

Low durometer

Accelerated cure time
A-564

2 oz /57 gram Tube

$24.95

A-100 ACETOXY SILICONE MEDICAL ADHESIVE
Medical adhesive silicone is a one-component, low-slump, translucent
silicone material for bonding silicone elastomers to one another, as well
as to some synthetics and metals. Contains no solvents. Cures at room
temperature on exposure to air and moisture. While curing, the silicone
adhesive gives off an acetic acid vapor. Following cure, it is of the same
chemical composition as other medical grade elastomers.
A-100 2oz Tube

$31.95

Skin-over Time: 2-6 minutes
Specific Gravity: at 25oC (77.F) 1.06
Durometer Hardness, Shore A: Points 38
Cell Structure, prepared as specified, tests
conclude no cytopathic effect.

“Bonding silicone to plastic is as much an art as it is a science.”

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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Versiltal Silicone Elastomers
VERSILTAL SILICONE
ELASTOMERS

VST-30 Versiltal
VERSILTAL SILICONE ELASTOMER-30
VST-30 is a silicone elastomer works well with a thixotropic agent to adjust the low viscosity of
13,000 cps to a non-flow, non-slumping 500,000 cps. This material can be used for numerous
applications. Setting time: 20 minutes.
Recommended Uses: Quick molds, Testing, Ultra-fast duplication
Fast Cure:
1 lb Kit
$42.95
1 gallon
$229.95
5 gallon
$995.00

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A
23
Tensile Strength (psi)
695
Tear Strength (ppi)
100
Elongation (%)
525
Viscosity cps
13,000
Works well with Thixo (A-300-8)

VST-50 Versiltal
VERSILTAL SILICONE ELASTOMER-50
VST-50 is a 4-6 hour set at room temperature, and can be heat accelerated. This new silicone
opens doors for all practical applications.
Recommended Uses: Our most universal silicone with the lowest viscosity and the highest
physical properties of any 10:1 RTV on the market today. The downsides are the slight milky
color and the resistance to bonding applications.
Fast Cure:
1 lb Kit
$42.95
1 gallon
$229.95
5 gallon
$995.00

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A
30
Tensile Strength (psi)
750
Tear Strength (ppi)
112
Elongation (%)
480
Viscosity cps
12,000
Works well with Thixo (A-300-8)

VST-50F Versiltal
Accelerated Cure:
VST-50F is a 2-4 hour set at room temperature, and can be heat accelerated. This elastomer
Is identical to VST-50, except it is an accelerated version, cures @ room temperature in 2
hours!
Recommended Uses: Facial and somato prosthetics

Recommended Uses
*Finger & Hand Prosthetics

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A
27
Tensile Strength (psi)
725
Tear Strength (ppi)
106
Elongation (%)
500
Viscosity cps
13,000
Works well with Thixo (A-300-8)

VST-50F Versiltal
1 lb Kit
$53.95
1 gallon $249.95
5 gallon $1,095.00

VST-50HD Versiltal
High Durometer:
VST-50HD is an 8-12 hour set at room temperature, and can be heat accelerated. This new
silicone opens doors for all practical applications.
VST-50HD Versiltal
1 lb Kit
$47.95
1 Gallon
$249.95
5 gallon
$1,095.00
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TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A
40
Tensile Strength (psi)
750
Tear Strength (ppi)
112
Elongation (%)
480
Viscosity cps
12,000
Works well with Thixo (A-300-8)

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com

Silicone GelsGELS
SILICONE

Recommended Uses
*Firm or Soft Tissue Silicone Elastomers:
VST-01 VERSILTAL SILICONE
ELASTOMER
VST-01 is a 30-minute set at room
temperature and can be heat accelerated.
This silicone elastomer works well with a
thixotropic agent to adjust the low viscosity
to a non-flow, non-slumping material and
can be used for numerous applications.

VST-05 VERSILTAL SILICONE
ELASTOMER
VST-05 is a 30-minute set at room
temperature and can be heat accelerated.
This silicone elastomer works well with a
thixotropic agent to adjust the low viscosity
to a non-flow, non-slumping material and
can be used for numerous applications.

VST-10 VERSILTAL SILICONE
ELASTOMER
VST-10 is a 30-minute set at room
temperature and can be heat accelerated.
This silicone elastomer works well with a
thixotropic agent to adjust the low viscosity
to a non-flow, non-slumping material and
can be used for numerous applications.

VST-01 Versiltal
1lb Kit
$58.95
1 Gallon
$275.00
5 Gallon
$1,095.00

VST-05 Versiltal
1lb Kit
$58.95
1 Gallon
$275.00
5 Gallon
$1,095.00

VST-10 Versiltal
1lb Kit
$58.95
1 Gallon
$275.00
5 Gallon
$1,095.00

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore OO
11
Tensile Strength (psi)
N/A
Tear Strength (ppi)
N/A
Elongation (%)
N/A
Viscosity cps
5,000
Works well with Thixo
(A-300-8)

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore OO
31
Tensile Strength (psi)
67
Tear Strength (ppi)
8
Elongation (%)
321
Viscosity cps
12,000
Works well with Thixo (A-300-8)

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore OO
35
Tensile Strength (psi)
118
Tear Strength (ppi)
16
Elongation (%)
401
Viscosity cps
12,000
Works well with Thixo (A-300-8)

A-341 is a translucent 2-component platinum RTV silicone gel, and has a wide variety of uses, from
prosthetics, special effects and GFA's (gel-filled applications) to various manufacturing applications.
This gel will develop much of the same dimensional stability and non-flowing characteristics as a
solid silicone elastomer.





RTV very fast setting at room temperature
Simple 10:1 by weight ratio
Low viscosity
Pot life @ 77oF (room temp) is 30 minutes
Viscosity at 77oF (room temp) is 8 to 12,000 cps

A-341 Soft Gel Kit (10:1 ratio)
A-341 32 oz. Kit
A-341-G Gallon Kit
A-341-5Gal 5 Gallon Kit

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

$35.95
(POR)
(POR)

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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MDMSILICONE
Silicone Fluids
BLUESTAR BlueStar
MDM
FLUIDS

Bluestar Medical Device Manufacturing (MDM) Fluids are pure, clear, colorless polydimethylsiloxane. They are available
in standard viscosities of 100, 350, 1000, and 12,500 cps. Custom viscosities to 2,000,000 cps are also available. These
fluids can be ideal for the lubrication of some medical devices.
MDM fluids are soluble in a variety of aliphatic, aromatic, chlorinated and oxygenated solvents, and may be compatible
with many pharmaceutical, cosmetic and medical device preparations.
Features include:








Chemical inertness
High water repellency
Low volatility
Low surface tension
Low order of toxicity
Resistance to decomposition by heat and oxidation
Good lubrication characteristics for plastics and rubber

Bluestar medical grade fluids are tested for cytotoxicity in accordance with ISO 10993-1 requirements for non-critical,
limited exposure medical applications.

V40104
100 Centipoise (cps)
16oz
1 gallon
5 gallons

$46.95
$305.00
$1,200.00

V40047
1000 Centipoise (cps)
16oz
1 gallon
5 gallons
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$46.95
$305.00
$1,200.00

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

V40073
350 Centipoise (cps)
16oz
1 gallon
5 gallons

$46.95
$305.00
$1,200.00

V40098
12,500 Centipoise (cps)
16oz
1 gallon
5 gallons

Prices subject to change

$49.95
$325.00
$1,250.00

www.factor2.com

Silicone Fluids
SILICONE
FLUIDS

A-310 SILICONE FLUID POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE (DIMETHYL)
This silicone fluid is a thinning agent for all silicone elastomers. Recommended use no more than
20% by weight. It is a straight chained 100% polydimethylsiloxane.
Properties:

Very good resistance to high and low temperatures

Good dielectric properties

Low surface tension

High compressibility

Absence of aging upon exposure to atmospheric agents

Good oxidation resistance

Little change in viscosity with temperature
A-310
A-310-GAL

50cps
50cps

A-310-1
A-310-1-gal
A-310-1-5gal

1000cps
1000cps
1000cps

16oz
Gallon

$15.95
$69.95

16oz
Gallon
5 gallons

$16.95
$84.95
$299.95

A-313 FUNCTIONAL SILICONE FLUID (PLATINUM COMPATIBLE)
This liquid will lower the viscosity of silicone elastomers by not changing the durometer, can be used
to dilute all silicone elastomers, and will create a dimensionally stable rubber. It will not alter the
measurable qualities of the elastomer.
A-313

1000cps

16oz

$21.45

A-318 OH THINNER
A-318 Silicone Fluid (hydroxyl) end group. This is a 750 CPS silicone fluid, straight chain
Dimethylpolysiloxane oil with reactive hydroxyl end groups. This fluid is used for filler treatment.
It is an additive for polymer extrusion and transformation in many (various) applications when working
with Silicone Elastomers. It is used in the preparation of room temperature RTV silicone elastomers.
Properties: OH thinner is a clear, colorless, odorless, & semi viscous liquid @ 750 (cps)
A-318 16oz

$16.95

A-244 SILICONE FLUID
This volatile, low viscosity silicone fluid can be used as a safe solvent. This product is clear,
essentially odorless, non-toxic and non-greasy. A-244 fluid has a boiling point of 172°F, and a
flashpoint if 55oC, with a viscosity of 2.5cps.
A-244
A-245

Factor II, Inc.

16oz
Gallon

$9.45
$59.00

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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Impression Silicones
IMPRESSION
MATERIALS

CLONE SILICONE IMPRESSION MATERIAL

SILICONE PUTTY

FX-302

FX-304

This material is ideal for taking impressions or quick duplication of
parts for multiple castings. Clone is a two-part, 8-minute RTV,
Platinum cure silicone. This material is an ideal replacement for the
expensive dental impression materials.

This is ideal Heavy Body impression putty. Two-part 1:1, A:B. RTV
platinum cure at 77oF approx. 5 minutes. This material is green and
white, Ideal to be used onto the FX-302 for backing and accurate
impression molds. FX-304 is easily kneaded by hand and worked
into place for extremely accurate replication of parts.

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A:
30
Tensile strength (psi):
300
Tear Strength (ppi):
20
Elongation (%):
100

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A:
55
Tensile strength (psi):
410
Tear Strength (ppi):
100
Elongation (%):
15

FX302: Clone Silicone Impression Material
FX-304 Silicone Putty
FX-302-1
FX-302
FX-302-GAL

340g A/B
600g A/B
1 Gal. Kit

$34.95
$54.95
$325.00

M-517 COFORM SOFT IMPRESSION MATERIAL (PURPLE)
M-515 COFORM STANDARD IMPRESSION MATERIAL (BLUE)
M-518 COFORM HARD IMPRESSION MATERIAL

Fast curing, high accuracy, thixotropic platinum cure silicones
available in three hardnesses

Soft (15-20 Shore A): work time 1 minute, cure time 4-5
minutes (Requires DG-1-S gun)

Standard (30 Shore A) Work time approximately 1-2 minutes.
Cure time approx. 4-5 minutes (Requires DG-1-A gun)

Hard (45-50 Shore A): work time 20 seconds, cure time 4-5
minutes (Requires DG-1-S gun)

Supplied as individual cartridges with 5 mixing nozzles

Dispensing guns available

M-517 Soft
M-515 Standard
M-518 Hard

12

$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

Factor II, Inc.

FX-304-1
FX-304

340g A/B
454g A/B

$34.95
$46.95

30-3046 PLASTER BANDAGE 3
Plaster Bandage has proven to be an excellent backing
(reinforcement) to a mother mold or direct impression taking. Place
one layer onto the initial Impression of FX-302 to back and create a
rigid (non-flexible) impression: Save time and capture detail. Can
also be used for direct body casts. Follow Technical Data Sheets for
details;

30-3046

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Box of 12

Prices subject to change

6 x 5 yards

www.factor2.com

$39.95

Silicone Starter
Kit
SPECIALTY
SILICONES

PLATINUM CURE SILICONE KIT - PCSK9

$519.95

Starter kit contains everything you need to help you get started with mixing and coloring silicones.
Silicones
Silicone kit (VST-50)
Catalyst 2oz (VST-30)
Acetoxy Silicone 3oz (A-564)
Sealant 4oz (TS-564)
Matting Agent 4oz (MD-564)
Silicone Additives
Extrinsic Synthetic Solvent 4oz (FE-100)
Thixotropic Additive (A-300)
Skin Care
Daro Brand Adhesive *Regular (B-200-R) &
Daro Brand Adhesive *Hydrobond (B-200-30)
Daro Brand Soap (B-200-12) & Spray (B-200-9)
Secure Brand II Silicone Adhesive 1oz (B-400)
Secure Brand Adhesive Solvent (B-508
Skin Prep Wipes (B-100)
Pro Bond Adhesive Remover (B-608-1)
Pro Bond Adhesive Remover Mitts (B-608-SM)

Colorants
White 1oz (FI-200)
Yellow 1oz (FI-202)
Blue 1oz (FI-203)
Red 1oz (FI-204)
Naturelle 1oz (FI-SK01)
Extrinsic Small Kit (FE-1998)
Red Flocking (H-101-R)
Plum Flocking (H-107-P)
Tan Flocking (H-108-T)
Pink Flocking (H-109-P)
Miscellaneous
Mixing Containers, Mixing Pad
Sable Brushes - 4 sizes
Sculpting Clay (G-214)
Alginate 6-minute set (J-6380)
Polishing Wheel Kit (5125)
Acid Brush Sample Pack (6)
Plastic Spatula(AL-605)
Tin Foil Substitute 4oz (F-901)
A-RTV-40 SILICONE ELASTOMER
A-RTV-40 is a two-part translucent pourable silicone system that will
cure at room temperature. Cure time can be reduced with elevated
temperatures. When properly cured, this material offers high tear
strength and good physical properties.
A-RTV-40 1 lb Kit $42.95

Durometer Shore A
Tensile (psi)
Tear (ppi)
Elongation (%)

40
810
130
330

A-RTV-45 SILICONE ELASTOMER
A-RTV-45 is a two-part translucent pourable silicone system that will
cure at room temperature. Cure time can be reduced with elevated
temperatures. This is the highest durometer RTV silicone elastomer
on the market to date with a shore A of 45.
A-RTV-40 & A-RTV-45
A-RTV-45 1 lb Kit $42.95

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

Durometer Shore A:
Tensile Strength (psi):
Tear Strength (ppi):
Elongation %:

www.factor2.com

45
915
130
205
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Specialty Silicones
SPECIALTY
SILICONES

A-341: SILICONE SOFT GEL
A-341 is a unique 2-component platinum RTV silicone gel, and has a
wide variety of uses, from prosthetics, special effects and GFA's (gelfilled applications) to various manufacturing applications. This gel will
develop much of the same dimensional stability and non-flowing
characteristics as a solid silicone elastomer.








RTV very fast setting at room temperature
Simple 10:1 by weight ratio
Translucent
A-341 can be heat accelerated and will cure in 20 minutes at
150oF
Low viscosity
Pot life @ 77oF (room temp) is 30 minutes
Viscosity at 77oF (room temp) is 8 to 12,000 cps

A-341 Soft Gel Kit (10:1 ratio)
32oz Kit $35.95
Available in: 1 and 5 gallon (POR)

TS-401: SILICONE DISPERSION-DIPHENYL
Silicone Dispersion is a translucent, two-component diphenyl
silicone elastomer, dispersed in xylene. Mix 1:1 A:B by weight.
Applications: TS-401 is useful in the dip casting and heat curing of
thin transparent elastomeric films and is especially useful where an
envelope is needed for the containment of gels,. It can be used to
provide a barrier to reduce the migration of some gel species.
TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Appearance, Translucent, Elastomer
Tensile Strength (psi):
900
Tear Strength (ppi), Die B:
90
Elongation (%):
700

TS-401

TS-403: SILICONE DISPERSION-DIMETHYL
Silicone Dispersion is a translucent, two-component dimethyl silicone
elastomer dispersed in trichloroethane. Mix 1:1 by weight. Can be
used exactly as TS-401, except this material possesses superior
properties of all barrier silicone products. This material produces
excellent edge strength. This product will not prevent gel bleed.
TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Appearance, Translucent, Elastomer
Tensile Strength (psi):
1750
Tear Strength (ppi), Die B:
280
Elongation (%):
850
TS-403
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8oz

Part A and B

Factor II, Inc.

8oz Kit

$42.95

V-40000 : SILICONE DISPERSION-XYLENE
This Silicone Dispersion is a translucent, two-component addition
cured, dimethyl silicone elastomer dispersed in xylene. It can be
uses as all dispersions in dipping or casting thin membranes. It has
excellent physical properties. This product is supplied in one part
and must be heat-activated. It can be sprayed, dipped, brushed or
used for coating. In the process of multiple coating, the material is
exposed to air and the solvent is allowed to evaporate before each
successive coat is applied.
16oz
Gallon

$49.95
$229.95

$41.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Appearance: Translucent, Elastomer
Durometer Shore A
35
Tensile Strength (psi)
1800
Tear Strength (ppi)
185

www.factor2.com

SPECIALTY SILICONES
A-4717 HIGH TACK SILICONE ELASTOMER:
A-4717 is a two part, clear to translucent, pourable silicone system that cures at room
temperature and forms a permanent high tack gel. Polymerization occurs without formation of
heat RTV room temperature Vulcanizing. When used correctly it will self attach to a silicone
prosthesis as a permanent adhesive.

A-4717
A-4717

1lb Kit
2lb Kit

$39.95
$69.95

TECHNOVENT
M-511 PLATINUM SILICONE RUBBER
M-511: Has been specifically formulated for the creation of Maxillofacial Prosthetics in Europe It
has become the silicone elastomer of choice for many hospitals and clinical units throughout
England. Ideal for Implant Retained Prosthesis as it bonds well to Methyl Methacrylate (Acrylic)
Resins.





10:1 Cure System
Standard cure hardness approx. Shore A 25-30
Standard work time approx. 1 hour
Available in 500g and 1kg

Can be used in conjunction with:

M510 Gel Catalyst to create gel filled prostheses

M513 Softening Agent (Shore A 15-20)

M514 Anti-Slump Agent
M-511
M-511

500g Kit
1kg Kit

$89.95
$145.00

A-3240 Platinum Silicone Foam
A-3240 is a two component silicone foam which crosslinks at room temperature by an addition
cure reaction. When A & B are mixed thoroughly in a 1:1 ratio the product will expand 6 to 7
times original volume; in approximately 5 to 8 minutes and cure to a Lightweight, flexible foamed
silicone elastomer at room temperature.
Part A is Pigmented White, Part B is Clear, material is easily pigmentable.

A-3240

Factor II, Inc.

32 oz. Kit

$79.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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Condensation Silicones
CONDENSATION
SILICONES

A-101 PROSTHETIC SILICONE ELASTOMER
A-101 (6382): Elastomer is a direct replacement to Dow Corning Silastic 382 elastomer from
the 1980’s!
This two-part RTV Elastomer is pre-pigmented to an off-white color. Diatomaceous Earth is the
main filler. Base is polydimethylsiloxane; work time and cure time can be adjusted to the needs of
the clinician from four minutes to one hour. Material is pourable and will vulcanize in the presence of
moisture with no effect on the rate or thoroughness of cure. Curing agent is stannous octoate.
TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A:
45
Tensile Strength (psi):
350
Elongation (%):
160
Viscosity A:
40,000 cps

6382 Prosthetic Silicone Elastomer
A-101
A-101-8

16oz Kit
1 gallon Kit

$101.95
$495.00

A-106 PROSTHETIC SICIONCE FOAM ELASTOMER
A-106 (A-2370): Silicone Foam is a direct replacement to Dow Corning Q7-4290, Silicone
Foam, from the 1980’s!
A-106, A-2370 Prosthetic Silicone Foam is a two-component system supplied as a silicone base
and catalyst. A-106 will expand quickly once the catalyst is introduced. The system cures to rubbery
foam at room temperature with minimal heat evolution. The base is a polydimethylsiloxane
elastomer mix. The catalyst is stannous octoate. Specific advantages include: Room temperature
cure; light weight; resilient and soft; pigmentable.
2370 Low Density Silicone Elastomer
A-106 16oz Kit $79.95

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Specific Gravity:
0.16
Color:
Tan
Density (lbs./cu.ft.):
10
Viscosity A:
8,000 cps

FX-108 TINSIL SILICONE ELASTOMER
FX-108
Tinsil this new condensation cure, RTV, low viscosity, translucent, low durometer, tin silicone
elastomer has proven to be a very economical and versatile material with enhanced properties and
physical characteristics. By reducing the amount of catalyst by 30%, you will decrease the
durometer to Shore A of 6, and will also extend the library life of the product.
FX-108
FX-308

1lb Kit
4lb Kit

$22.95
$65.95

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Durometer Shore A:
08
Tensile Strength (psi):
465
Tear Strength (ppi):
118
Elongation (%):
525
Viscosity A:
40,000 cps

FX-882 SILICONE GEL TIN CURE
FX-882 this tin cure silicone is a unique two-part gel. When the two parts are thoroughly mixed in a
100:5 ratio by weight, the product produces a very soft gel in an overnight cure.
Gel Filled Appliance (GFA)
NOT INTENDED FOR USE WITH TISSUE CONTACT.
FX-882
32oz Kit
FX-882-G Gallon Kit
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$31.95
$114.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com

ACETOXY SILICONE DISPERSION
TS-564 ACETOXY SILICONE DISPERSION RTV
TS-564 is high strength silicone dispersion, one component RTV, flowable. Because of its properties,
this material is well-suited for spraying, dipping or brushing thin elastomeric films.
Allow 30 minutes between coats.

TS-564 4 oz
TS-564-1 1 oz

$26.95
$12.95

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Solvent: Trichloroethane 1:1:1
Color: Translucent
Tensile Strength (psi): 950
Tear Strength (ppi):
87
Elongation (%):
810

MD-564 ACETOXY MATTING DISPERSION MD-564
MD-564 is a matting dispersion. Before you use this product, you must introduce 2 grams of A-564 for
every 10 grams of MD-564 to create the sealing medium. We have found that we cannot premix this
product before shipping, as the product has a very short shelf life. Once it is mixed together it will
initiate a full set. Use Immediately once the A-564 has been added.

Solvent is CCH with a matting agent

Color: Translucent
MD-564
MD-564-1

4 oz
1 oz

$18.50
$9.95

EXTRINSIC COLORATION SEALANT KIT (A-564, TS-564, MD-564)
A-564 has been proven to be an excellent sealing silicone with extremely high
adhesion properties. This one-part acetoxy silicone elastomer has a lower
viscosity than the typical acetoxy systems on the market. Low viscosity, low
durometer of 28, high tear of 100 ppi. The A-564 is translucent and possesses
elevated cohesive properties, bonding silicone to silicone.
TS-564 is a diluted version of the A-564 that creates a very tenacious sealant,
which would be applied over extrinsic painting. This, however, may create a glossy surface that is
typically not desired.
Lastly, the MD-564 is a final wash to eliminate the gloss finish to the appliance.
564-KIT
564-SK

$54.95
$29.95

On completion of the extrinsic coloration to the patient's satisfaction, it is necessary to seal
the coloration with silicone. The prosthesis is painted with the TS-564 solution. This is carefully
applied so as not to disturb any of the extrinsic coloring. This thin layer will cure in a reasonably
short time. A little heat will accelerate the process.
Once the layer is dry, a thin layer of A-564 is then applied. This layer is matted using slightly
damp gauze. Again, keep the layer of silicone thin. Ensure that there is no water visible on the
silicone. Proceed to cure the silicone. When this layer is cured, apply a thin layer of the MD-564.
This will dry visibly matte, but allow it to cure completely. Once cured, wash the prosthesis with
clear soap and water, dry, and the prosthesis is ready for delivery.

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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Alginates
ALGINATES

J-6370 3 -MINUTE WHITE
General Use
Ideal for socket duplication
Formulated for socket duplication in
Prosthetic Medicine, but can be used for
other types of projects. It sets in 3 minutes
20 seconds when using 70oF water. It can
also be used for other small projects. It
mixes thin and smooth, pours easily and
sets firmly. It doesn't sag when removed
from the socket, so your castings are more
accurate than ever.

J-6380 6-MINUTE GREEN –
Large Castings
This is our original formula. Upgraded
through the years, it is now our best alginate
for head casting. Reformulated several
times in the past few years, it mixes
smoothly and sets strong, firm and flexible.
We have eliminated 95% of the "slump" of
this alginate. It is easy to mix and apply, but
doesn't run like everyone else's alginates. It
is easily used for faces, heads, and torsos.
It will set in 6 minutes, using 80oF water.

J-6390 3-MINUTE YELLOW
Hand Castings
This is a recently updated version of one of
our original formulas. Designed for handcasting projects, it sets in 3 minutes when
using 90oF water. It is also ideal for baby
hands and feet, or other small projects. It
mixes up bright pink and fades to white after
2 minutes. This tells you that you have 1
minute before the alginate is set.

J-6370
1 lb
J-6370-4
4 lb
J-6370-10 10 lb

J-6380
J-6380-4
J-6380-10

J-6390
J-6390-4
J6390-10

$11.95
$46.95
$99.95

1 lb
4 lb
10 lb

$11.95
$46.95
$99.95

1 lb
4 lb
10 lb

$11.95
$46.95
$99.95

J-603 SPECIAL FORMULA ALGINATE

J-604 FIBERGEL

This alginate has been specifically
formulated for us for ophthalmic use. The
properties have been carefully balanced
with a neutral pH to prevent irritation to the
eye socket. This buffered fine grain alginate
will mix easily to provide a consistent,
creamy, bubble-free material. Use for
impressions of eye socket.

Formulated for professional high-production,
high-end, detailed work, FiberGel is
independently tested 40% stronger than the
leading brand, because it contains a patentpending duo-fiber matrix. The fiber matrix
retains moisture, reducing shrink rate,
keeping your mold soft and flexible far
beyond normal alginates. . FiberGel firms in
4-5 minutes in 80oF water with a mix ration
of 16 oz of water to 4.75oz of powder. The
unique formula allows even, creamy, onecoat coverage. FiberGel mixes smoothly
and goes on easily and uniformly.

Retarder is the alginate-retarding agent
created especially for sculptors, mold
makers and anyone who wished they had
more control over their alginate product.
Additional set time for up to 5 minutes or
more. Or for every pound of water, remove
1/2oz (15ml) of retarder to add one minute
of set time.

J-603

J-604
J-604-20

J-611-R
J-611-P
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16 oz

$25.95

Factor II, Inc.

1 lb Kit
20 lb Kit

$21.95
$320.00

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

J-611 ALGINATE RETARDER

Prices subject to change

8 oz
16 oz

$10.95
$16.95

www.factor2.com

Primers
PRIMERS

A-304 PLATINUM
This Platinum primer is used to enhance the
bond between platinum-cured silicones and
various substrates, acrylics and
polyurethane sheeting. Very effective!

A-306 PLATINUM
This Platinum primer is similar to the A-304
primer, but has enhanced bonding
properties for use with platinum silicones.
Chemically the same as the A-304 with
increased tenacity!

A-330-G PLATINUM
This Platinum A-330-G gold primer is by far
the most advanced platinum cure (addition
cure) silicone elastomers. A-330-G primer
will chemically enhance the bond of silicone
elastomer to acrylic resins.
This primer works the best with many
various substrates like plastics and metals.

Platinum Primer
A-304

Platinum Primer
A-306

Platinum Primer
A-330G

(GOOD)
1 oz $14.95

(BETTER)
1 oz $47.95

ADDITIVES

(BEST)
14 gm $34.75

CONDENSATION PRIMER

A-320-1
BONDING ENHANCER

A-316
ADHESION PROMOTER

Proven to enhance a strong bond between
platinum silicones and both acrylic resin and
polyurethane sheeting, and direct metal
structure. Use with A-304 Primer and
acetone. Must be heat cured, not intended
for RTV applications. Solvent is:
1:1:1 Trichloroethane

This unique and versatile primer dispersed
in 0520 (ozone safe) is used to enhance the
adhesion of many RTV silicone elastomers
and heat cure elastomers to various
substrates (metals and plastics).

Primer for condensation-cure silicones. A335 is the best to-date for condensation
silicones.

Bonding Enhancer
A-320-1
1oz

Liquid Adhesion Promoter
A-316
1oz $10.95

Violet Primer Condensation
A-335
14gm $34.95

$16.95

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

A-335
CONDENSATION PRIMER

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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SiliconeADDITIVES
Additives
SILICONE

A-300-8

A-300-1

A-317

This translucent material is a liquid additive
that, when mixed with silicone, will convert
most low viscosity elastomers to a
thixotropic (non-flowing) silicone elastomer.
Ideal for intrinsic coloration. Works with all
platinum silicones.

This translucent material works exactly as A-

A-300-1

A-300-8

1 oz

$14.95

300-1 Thixo, only more economical.
Compatible with VST.

D-109

1 oz

$9.45

This pure platinum accelerator can be
added to most addition cure (platinum)
silicone elastomers to accelerate the cure
time of silicone.

A-317

1 oz

$21.95

CAB-O-SIL

This is a fumed silicone dioxide as unlimited uses when working with any and all silicone
elastomers, The most important use of this material with silicones is for the control and
increase of viscosity and thixotropy. This is the purest commercially available amorphous
silica. Cab-O-Sil uses are unending!
D-109
D-109
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1 Gallon by volume
Bulk

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

$11.95
(POR)

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com

Solvents
SOLVENTS

FE-100 EXTRINSIC SOLVENT
A synthetic solvent is the first generation to
replace the chlorinated solvents we are
accustomed to using. Still has an odor, but
we believe it not to be as strong as some of
the harsher solvents. This solvent is a
silicone derivative and is basically harmless.

I-301 EXTRINSIC TRI-FLUID
This solvent has proven itself in extrinsically pigmenting
silicone applications. This will effectively open pores of
silicone, allowing time for pigment to infuse into these
areas. Once solvent evaporates, material will return to its
original state. 1:1:1 Trichloroethane

Extrinsic Solvent
FE-100-1
1oz
FE-100
4oz
FE-100-16
16oz

Extrinsic Tri-Fluid
I-301-1 Extrinsic Tri-Fluid 1oz
I-301-2 Extrinsic Tri-Fluid 2oz
I-301
Extrinsic Tri-Fluid 16oz

$1.95
$5.00
$14.00

$6.95
$7.45
$49.95

A-315 HD SOLUTION .65 HEXAMETHYLDISILOXANE
This low viscosity .65 CS silicone fluid is clear,
essentially odorless. Volatile silicone fluid will evaporate,
leaving no residue. This fluid can be used to reduce
surface tension and promote leveling of some
elastomers. Many uses.

A-832 XYLENE
A colorless, flammable liquid C8 H10 can be any of three
isomeric hydrocarbons that are volatile liquids obtained
from petroleum or natural gas, and are used as solvents,
also known as xylol.

A-315
A-315-G

A-832

HD Solution
HD Solution

16oz
1Gal

$39.95
$265.00

A-840 CCH SOLVENT
CCH(cyclohexane) solvent has proven itself for many
practical applications, replacing 1:1:1 Trichloroethane,
which has been banned to manufacture by the EPA.
A-840 CCH Solvent

16oz

$19.95

Xylene

16oz

A-328 PTFP SOLVENT
Proper name is Pentafluoropropane. This is an
environmentally sensible solvent,
hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) designed to replace
Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) and other HCFC's with high
Oxone depleting values in a variety of applications.
PTFP is an excellent solvent for use with dispersing
and cleaning in many silicone applications. PTFP is
thermally stable and nonflammable.
A-328 PTFP Solvent

ORANGE SOLVENT
A formula with essential additives for
removal of impression material from lips,
hands, and instruments.
16oz bottle
9.5oz can

B-3808 ETHYL ACETATE
B-3808

8oz
16oz

$12.95
$23.95

$49.95

16oz bottle

$11.45

$15.95
$19.95

A-850 ETHANOL
A colorless, flammable liquid CH3 COCH3, the
simplest of the organic chemicals known as keotones.
Ethanol, alcohol based solvent, use with FX-350 Pro
Color Kit from Technovent
A-850

Factor II, Inc.

16oz

B-515 D-LIMONENE B-515
A natural biodegradable solvent with a pleasant citrus
aroma. A replacement for chlorinated solvents.
B-515

23031
3041

$15.45

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

$15.95

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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Colorants
COLORANTS

KT-499
FUNCTIONAL INTRINSIC SKIN KIT
FI-SK01 Naturelle
FI-SK03 Ivory
FI-SK05 Bisque
FI-SK07 Cream
FI-SK09 Honey
FI-SK11 Santa Fe
FI-SK13 Blush
FI-SK15 Soft Brown
FI-SK17 Dusk
FI-SK19 Mocha
FI-SK21 Dark Brown
Thixo included in this kit

FI-200 White
FI-202 Yellow
FI-203 Blue
FI-204 Red
FI-205 Black
FI-215 Tan
FI-217 Umber
FI-218 Burnt Sienna
FI-222 Raw Sienna
FI-225 Monastral Red
FI-230 Violet
Fi-232 Green
Thixo included in this kit

Other colors available
FI-SK23 Warm Brown
FI-SK25 Chocolate
FI-SK27 Chestnut
FI-SK29 Rose Silk
FI-SK31 Velvet Rose
FI-SK33 Pink Tint
FI-SK35 Etruscan Pink
FI-SK37 Hyacinth Pink
FI-SK39 Tuscany Red
FI-SK41 Victorian Rose
FI-SK43 Freckle Stipple
KT-499 11-color Kit
Individual colors 1oz ea.

KT-399
FUNCTIONAL INTRINSIC KIT

KT 399 12-Color Kit
Individual colors 1oz ea.

KT-199
EXTRINSIC COLORATION SYSTEM
FE-208 B. Stipple
FE-217 Umber
FE-219 Yellow Ochre
FE-222 Raw Sienna
FE-225 Monastral Red
FE-235 Ultra Blue
FE-301 Plum
FE-305 Liverspot
FE-228 C-Stipple
FE-230 Violet
FE-100 Solvent is included in this kit.

$264.95
$23.50

INTRINSIC COLORING SYSTEM
Functional pigments base is compatible with
addition of cured silicones.

These colors (not included in the 10 color)
kit are available separately
FE-215 Tan
FE-200 White
FE-204 Red
FE-218 Burnt Sienna
FE-205 Black FE-202 Yellow
FE-203 Blue
KT199 10-Color Kit
Individual Colors 1oz ea.

$189.95
$26.95

Extrinsic Coloring System
Pigments are used to extrinsically pigment
silicone elastomers. Must be diluted with a
solvent as a vehicle to carry pigment into the
silicone.

$299.95
$26.95

FE-1998 EXTRINSIC COLORATION KIT
FE-203 Blue
FE-202 Yellow
FE-204 Red
FE-208 Beard Stipple
FE-228 Capillary Stipple
FE-305 Liver Spot
FE-1997 EXTRINSIC COLORATION KIT

FE-1998

$16. 95
FE- INDIVIDUAL EXTRINSIC COLORS

Includes the following extrinsic colors: mini
trial kit FE-1997 includes 8 colors, Naturelle,
Yellow Ochre, Violet, white, B. Stipple, C.
Stipple, Liver Spot, Burnt Sienna.
FE-1997

$24. 95

FE-1999 EXTRINSIC COLORATION KIT
Includes the following extrinsic colors: mini
trial kit FE-1999 includes 8 colors, White,
Red, Blue, Yellow, Liver Spot, C. Stipple, B.
Stipple, Raw Sienna.
Similar to the KT-199 full kit version.
FE-1999
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$24.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Individual Colors. For external coloration of
prosthetic materials. (.5 oz each). This
extrinsic coloration system is a blend of
FD&C cosmetic pigments crushed into a
silicone crosslinking fluid creating a
thixotropic pigment paste, these pigments
are compatible with all addition cure
(platinum) silicones and are designed to
both mechanically and chemically bind to
the surface of a silicone device. Best results
if mixed with FE-100 solvent which is a
silicone fluid used to dilute the extrinsic
colors. KT-199 10 Color Kit and FE-1999 8Color Mini Kit are also available.
FE - Individual Colors

Prices subject to change

$26.95

www.factor2.com

COLORANTS

KT-599
FUNCTIONAL INTRINSIC KIT
FI-200 White
FI-202 Yellow
FI-203 Blue
FI-204 Red
FI-205 Black
FI-215 Tan
FI-217 Umber
FI-218 Burnt
Sienna
FI-222 Raw
Sienna

FI-225 Monastral
Red
FI-230 Violet
FI-232 Green
FI-SK01 Naturelle
FI-SK03 Ivory
FI-SK05 Bisque
FI-SK07 Cream
FI-SK09 Honey

KT-599 Functional Intrinsic Kit "NEW"
23-color Kit
$387.95
Individual colors of FI's 1oz
$23.50
Individual FI-SK's
$26.95

FI-200 White
FI-2-2Yellow
FI-203Blue
FI-204 Red
FI-215 Tan
FI-217 Umber
FI-218 Burnt Sienna
FI-225 Monastral Red
FI-SK01 Naturelle
FI-SK03 Ivory
FI-SK13 Blush
FI-SK15 Soft Brown
Thixo included with the color kit.
KT-99C Custom Functional Kit
12 colors
Individual FI colors 1oz
Individual FI-SK's
1oz
Excellent starting pigment kit!

$284.95
$23.50
$26.95

FI FUNCTIONAL INSTRINSIC COLORS
INDIVIDUAL BOTTLES

FI-SK FUNCTIONAL INTRINSIC SKIN
COLORS INDIVIDUAL BOTTLES

Individual Colors. For internal coloration of
prosthetic materials. - 1oz each - This
Intrinsic coloration system is a blend of
FD&C cosmetic pigments crushed into a
silicone crosslinking fluid, creating a viscous
but liquid silicone pigment. These pigments
are compatible with all addition cure
(platinum) silicones and are designed to
chemically bind internally to a silicone
device. Intrinsic Kits are available or
purchase individual bottles of 1oz each.
Larger sizes available -- call for information.

Individual colors. For internal coloration of
prosthetic materials. 1oz each. This Intrinsic
coloration system is a blend of FD&C
cosmetic pigments crushed into a silicone
crosslinking fluid, creating a viscous but
liquid silicone pigment. These pigments are
compatible with all addition cure (platinum)
silicones and are designed to chemically
bind internally to a silicone device. Intrinsic
Kits are available, or purchase individual
bottles - 1oz ea.

FI Functional Intrinsic Individual Colors
Individual 1oz bottles
$23.50 ea.

FI-SK Individual Skin Colors
Individual 1oz bottles
$26.95 ea.

Factor II, Inc.

KT-699
SILICONE COLORING KIT

KT-99C
FUNCTIONAL CUSTOM KIT

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

FE-208 B. Stipple
FE-217 Umber
FE-219 Yellow ochre
FE-222 Raw Sienna
FE-225 Monastral Red
FE-235 Blue
FE-301 Plum
FE-305 Liverspot
FE-228 C-Stipple
FE-230 Violet
FI-200 White
FI-202 Yellow
FI-203 Blue
FI-204 Red
FI-205 Black
FI-215 Tan
FI-217 Umber
FI-218 Burnt Sienna
FI-222 Raw Sienna
FI-225 Monastral Red
FI-230 Violet
Fi-232 Green
FI-SK01 Naturelle
FI-SK03 Ivory
FI-SK05 Bisque
FI-SK07 Cream
FI-SK09 Honey
FI-SK11 Santa Fe
FI-SK13 Blush
FI-SK15 Soft Brown
FI-SK17 Dusk
FI-SK19 Mocha
FI-SK21 Dark Brown
Thixo included with the color kit
KT-699
COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL INTRINSIC KIT
36-color Kit
$539.95

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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COLORANTS
H-100 RAYON FLOCKING - INDIVIDUAL COLORS
New wash fast rayon flocks hold their color longer and resist fading
better.
H-102-W White
H-103-Y Yellow
H-104-B Light Blue
H-105-B Blue
H-106-O Orange
H-107-P Plum
H-108-T Tan
H-109-P Pink
H-110-B Brown
H-111-V Violet
H-112-B Black

H-113-G Charcoal Grey
H-115-G Gold
H-116-P Hot Pink
H-117-Y Medium Yellow
H-119-P Peach
H-120-LB Light Buff
H-121-B Dark Red
H-122-B Dark Blue
H-131-G Green
H-132-F Flesh
H-123-O Orchid

H-100 Rayon Flocking Fiber

2oz

$4.95 ea.

Call for bulk and volume pricing.

H-135-R LONG RED FLOCKING
Long fiber rayon flocking.
H-135-R

$13.95

KT-896 CUSTOM FLOCKING KIT
(A 10-color kit of popular colors)
H-101-R Red
H-107-P Plum
H-108-T Tan
H-109-P Pink
H-111-V Violet
H-113-G Grey
H-115-G Gold
H-123-O Orchid
H-131-G- Green
H-132-F Flesh
KT-896
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Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

$39.95

Prices subject to change
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ACRYLICS - HEAT CURE
J-601 CLEAR POLYMER & MONOMER KIT - OCULAR
Includes 16oz Clear Polymer and 8oz of Crosslinked Polymer
J-601

Kit

$64.95

J-600 CLEAR POLYMER - OCULAR
Highest quality clarity methyl methacrylate acrylic polymer only, clear in color. Recommended for the final
clear layer, (conjunctiva) of an ocular prosthesis (artificial eye).
J-600

16oz

$54.95

J-572 MONOMER CROSSLINKED - DENTAL - HEAT-CURE
Crosslinked heat cure monomer use with J-600 clear polymer. Dense crosslinking monomer to finish
ocular seal on acrylic artificial eyes.
J-572

32oz

$46.95

J-511 SCLERAL POLYMER & MONOMER KIT – OCULAR
Scleral Polymer, white, and 8oz Non-Crosslinked Monomer
J-511

Kit

$67.95

J-510 SCLERAL POLYMER

HEAT-CURE

Highest quality methyl methacrylate acrylic polymer only. It is white in color to replicate the scleral coloring
of an ocular prosthesis.
J-510

16oz

$61.95

J-570 MONOMER NON-CROSSLINKED - OCULAR - HEAT-CURE
Scleral Polymer, highest quality scleral (white) acrylic resin. Heat Cure, can also be tinted for additional
scleral colors. Simply by adding oil pigments to the monomer any color of the rainbow or beyond can be
obtained
J-570

32oz

$31.95

PEMMA
F-835 SOFT HEAT-CURE PEMMA MONOMER
Soft Heat Cure PEMMA Poly Ethyl Methyl Methacrylate Acrylic Monomer, can be mixed with the F-833
Polymer for a soft flexible acrylic resin, ( temporary)
F-835

8oz

$22.95

F-833 CLEAR PEMMA POLYMER
Clear PEMMA Poly Ethyl Methyl Methacrylate Acrylic Resin, can be mixed with F-835 Monomer for a soft
flexible acrylic resin.
F-833

Factor II, Inc.

16oz

$24.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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ACRYLICS - SELF-CURE
AC-210 FLESH TONE ACRYLIC KIT
AC-210 Flesh tone Self Cure Acrylic Kit consists of:

A-211 Fleshtone Self Cure premium acrylic polymer, mix 3 to 1 with AC-198 Fleshtone
Monomer (self cure). This final product can also be tinted to various additional colors simply
by adding oil paints to the monomer.

AC-198 Fleshtone Self Cure Acrylic Monomer (liquid).
AC-210

Kit

$21.95

AC-211 FLESHTONE SELF-CURE ACRYLIC POLYMER
AC-211 is a new flesh-tone (self cure) premium acrylic polymer, mix 3 to 1 with AC-198 Flesh tone
Monomer (self cure) for best results. This final product can also be tinted to various additional colors
simply by adding oil paints to the monomer!
AC-211

135gm

$21.95

AC-198 FLESHTONE MONOMER

SELF-CURE

Monomer (self-cure) for use with the Fleshtone polymer.
AC-198

8oz

$12.95

AC-104-K CRYSTAL CLEAR SELF-CURE ACRYLIC RESIN
Crystal Clear self cure acrylic resin, kit includes 1 8 oz monomer, AC-104-P, and 1 16 oz. Use with
polymer AC-104-P Polymer for best results.
AC-104-K

Kit

$15.95

AC-104-P CRYSTAL CLEAR POLYMER
The polymer is a carefully designed copolymer with a particle size and composition which is
conducive to the 'salt and pepper technique'. It quickly absorbs the monomer and forms a nonslumping resin which can be carved and shaped before the final cure in the pressure vessel. Self
cure with warm water for best results.
AC-104-P
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16oz

$21.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com

ACRYLICS - SELF-CURE
AC-104-M CRYSTAL CLEAR MONOMER
Crystal Clear Acrylic Resin specially formulated to work with AC-104-P.
AC-104-M

$15.95

N-000 CLEAR NAIL POLYMER
Artificial Fingernail System for prosthetics. Acrylic nail polymer and monomer for creating natural
looking nails.
N-000

4oz

$10.95

N-003 LIQUID MONOMER
Artificial Fingernail System for prosthetics. Acrylic nail polymer and monomer for creating natural
looking fingernails.
N-003

8oz

$10.95

PEMMA
N-006 SELF CURE PEMMA MONOMER
Poly Ethyl Methyl Clear Acrylic Monomer (liquid), superior quality to other self cure acrylic resins.
Use with AC-104-P Polymer for best results.
N-006

Factor II, Inc.

$15.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change

www.factor2.com
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MoldMAKING
Making
MOLD

MM-100 EPOXY SURFACE COAT
This is a white, two-part, hydrophilic epoxy resin (cures in the presence of water). It is engineered to create an epoxy-faced gypsum mold. The
room temperature cure material can be brushed onto any surface backed with gypsum and is heat resistant above 200°F. Demolds overnight
in ten to twelve hours. Pot life of 20 minutes. Kit includes 16 oz Part A and 2 oz of Part B. Mix A:B, 100:8.
MM-100

20oz Kit

TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES
Tensile Strength (psi):
9,475
Compressive Strength (psi):
13,600

$31.95

MM-133 SYNTACTIC DOUGH
This is a two part epoxy dough can be mixed by hand (using protective latex gloves) and placed onto
the back of epoxy surface coat, to construct a light weight, heat resistant, laminated permanent mold.
Working time is 2 hours. Demold at room temperature overnight. Cures to a shore D hardness of 75,
mix ratio is 100 parts of A to 16 parts of B by weight. Gray in color.
MM-133

1 Gallon Kit

$131.95

MM-105 EPOXY THINNING AGENT
Liquid epoxy thinning agent, low viscosity can be added to MM-100 to lower viscosity of the epoxy,
viscous applications.
MM-105

8oz

$10.95

FX-505 PLATINUM MOLD MAKING SILICONE
This is an excellent new line of mold making silicones. Blue in color, room temperature curing, RTV
Platinum silicone. Mix 10:1 by weight dimensionally stable. Produces very accurate molds.
FX-505
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$26.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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MOLD MAKING
F-906 ARMOR SHINE
Armor Shine is a paint-on model gloss that seals, protects, and provides a high gloss to gypsum
models. One coat adds less than one micron of thickness. Brush on evenly to desired areas. Dries
quickly to a clear, hard finish. Additional coats may be applied to achieve higher gloss. Watersoluble. Rinse brush after use.
F-906

4oz bottle

$2.95

F-905 MODEL GLOW MODEL SOAP
Model Glow is a model soap which gives gypsum casts a high luster. Use Model Glow at full
strength or as a 50% dilution. To use in diluted form, mix one part water to one part soap. Before
soaping make sure models are thoroughly dry. Submerge dry models completely into soap for 15 to
30 minutes. Remove models and rinse thoroughly under tap water. Models may be buffed
immediately (wet) or allow models to dry then buff with soft dry cloth until a high luster appears. For
increased longevity, keep soap in a closed container. Change soap every 6-8 weeks or when
solution becomes cloudy.
F-905

16oz Bottle

$7.95

F-907 MODEL SURFACTANT
Liquid compound that reduces surface tension on all gypsum models, impressions and sculptures.
Spray a light covering of this liquid onto the surface before you vibrate your gypsum mix into or over
your model.

F-907

4oz spray bottle

$1.50

F-903 GYPSUM HARDENER
Use Gypsum Hardener instead of water for mixing with gypsum products. It has a tendency to give
smoother "running" mixes. The amount of liquid may be decreased a ml or two as compared with
the amount of water normally used. Spatulation time and all other procedures should be handled as
usual. This solution provides increased strength and surface to die materials, stones, and even
plasters, without significantly affecting the accuracy. Specially recommended for Silky Rock. Keep
closed to prevent evaporation. If frozen, thaw in air, shake well and use.
F-903
F-903-G

32oz
gallon

$21.95
$49.95

D-36Y MOLD BANDING STRAP
This Universal binding strap with the "Holds Tight" fastener locks in tension. 1" x 36" Excellent for
holding pressure on gypsum molds while curing the silicone.
D-36Y

$6.00

D-48G MOLD BANDING STRAP
This Universal binding strap with the "Holds Tight" fastener locks in tension. 1" x 48" Excellent for
holding pressure on gypsum molds while curing the silicone.
D-48G

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

$8.00

Prices subject to change
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Releases
MOLDMold
RELEASES

A-301 ZIP MOLD RELEASE
301 is a silicone free liquid petroleum mold
release for molds and other mold making
materials One of our most universal mold
releases.
A-301

11oz

$9.45

A-501 ZINC STERATE
Low melting point IMS Zinc Sterate Spray is
a universal release agent compatible with all
present molding materials. It is also
recommended for use where painting,
printing, plating, or decorations are done
after molding.
A-501

A-504-3 ULTRA 3 PARFILM SPRAY
Polyester Parfilm Mold Release is the
release agent of choice for Polyester and
Polyurethane resin systems; also use it on
fiberglass reinforced polyester resins. It is a
self-polymerizing, non-greasy, non-oily
parting film, which adheres preferentially to
the mold surface.

A-504-3

18oz

$15.95

A-504-4 ULTRA 4 POLYESTER PARFILM
SPRAY
Polyester Parfilm mold release is a microthin, film-forming release agent formulated
expressly for polyester resin systems, filled
polyester resins and fiberglass reinforced
polyester. Its film-forming ability inhibits the
migration of the monomer catalyst, impedes
the degradation of the mold and yields longer
mold life. Heat stable to 600°F.
Release: The Ultra 4 group of mold releases
is a new concept of solvent-less mold
releases engineered specifically for plastics
that exhibit heightened solvent sensitivity.
Release agent deposition is fast, dry, and
quick; therefore, it will not effect solventsensitive plastics as other mold releases with
aggressive solvents may.
A-504-4

A-503 SILICONE MOLD RELEASE
IMS 3% Silicone Spray Mold Release is a
general- purpose mold release. Its 3%
concentration of silicone forms a long lasting
film on the mold yet leaves little residue on
the part. DO NOT use in areas where
painting, plating, or stamping is done.
A-503

$8.95

$8.95

$12.95

A-505 EPOXY PARFILM SPRAY
Epoxy Parfilm Mold Release is a highly
effective ultra-thin film forming release agent.
It is non-melting and will not carbonize. This
makes it ideal for exothermic or oven cures.
Epoxy Parfilm offers a better release than
polyvinyl alcohol or wax. Its ultra-thin film
maintains the fidelity of the cast piece and
affords better surface reproduction and finish.
A-505

12oz

$14.95

A-530 SILICONE SEPARATOR
An aerosol-based mold release for all
silicone molds. Will not leave a residue.
A-530
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3oz can

$37.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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Releases
MOLDMold
RELEASES

A-508 POLYETHYLENE MOLD RELEASE

A-515 EASE RELEASE 200

A-506 POLYSTYREME MOLD RELEASE

Ultra II for Polyethylene mold release was
found to work better than other releases for
low density, medium density and high
density resins. It will not cause stress
cracking of olefins associated with silicone
based release agents.

A-515 is a proven general purpose mold
release, for use with silicones, urethanes,
epoxy, polyester and many other resins.

Formulated specifically for all grades of
polystyrene, is readily available in aerosol
cans, packaged 18 eighteen-ounce cans.

A-508

A-515

A-506

$11.95

F-901 SEPARATING FILM

$12.95

A-416 RTV SILICONE MOLD RELEASE

The superior tin foil substitute for use with
all gypsum molds.

RTV silicone fluid. It is an undiluted
lubricant. One part dimethyl silicone fluid.

F-901

A-416

16oz

$20.95

Factor II, Inc.

$11.95

16oz

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

$14.95

88200 Tin Foil
.007 Regular 1lb Roll

88200

Prices subject to change

1lb roll

www.factor2.com

$14.95
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AdhesivesADHESIVES
SILICONE (PSA)

SECURE MEDICAL ADHESIVE
B-400
Silicone Based (PSA)
Pressure sensitive medical silicone
adhesive. Dispersed in ethyl acetate.
Retains adhesive qualities in the
presence of moisture or perspiration.
Adhesive qualities are unaffected by
normal temperature variations.

SECURE II MEDICAL ADHESIVE
B-460
PSA, Pressure sensitive medical silicone
adhesive. Dispersed in Ethyl Acetate. Retains
adhesive qualities in the presence of moisture or
perspiration. Adhesive qualities are unaffected
by normal temperature variations.
Low Viscosity
B-460
1oz
B-461
2oz
B-462
16oz

Thin
Thin
Thin

$19.95
$29.95
$159.95

ADHERE MEDICAL ADHESIVE
B-520

NON-FLAMMABLE
Pressure sensitive medical silicone adhesive.
Dispersed in pentafluoropropane. Retains
adhesive qualities in the presence of moisture
or perspiration. Adhesive qualities are
unaffected by normal temperature variations.
Low Viscosity

Low Viscosity
B-400
1oz Thin
B-401
2oz Thin
B-402
16oz Thin

$17.95
$27.95
$149.95

High Viscosity
BT-401-1 1oz Thick
BT-401
2oz Thick
BT-402 16oz Thick

$23.95
$42.95
$274.95

High Viscosity
BT-460-1
1oz
BT-460
2oz
BT-461
16oz

Thick
Thick
Thick

$28.00
$44.95
$299.95

B-520
B-521
B-522

1oz
2oz
16oz

Thin
Thin
Thin

$16.95
$24.95
$139.95

Silicone based Adhesives dispersed in Solvents. (PSA) Pressure Sensitive Adhesives

B-201 HOLLISTER MEDICAL
SILICONE SPRAY ADHESIVE

B-400,1 oz. bottle
B-401, 2 oz. bottle.
B-402, 16 oz. bottle.
B-460 is an identical material to the B-400 this material is dispersed in the same solvent; but is newly formulated
and is proven to demonstrate a higher tack. This is not necessarily true in all daily uses since the real test is:
Based on both the material one is adhering for example (silicone, urethane, vinyl) or any material a device or
prosthesis could be made of.
1. The size, weight and placement of the device, tissue movement!
2. The Ph. of the patient’s skin!
3. Climate (hot & humid) (cold & dry)!
4. Fillers used in the silicone device or prosthesis
BT-401, 2 oz. Thick (65% Solids and 35% Solvent)
BT-402,16 oz. Thick (65% Solids and 35% Solvent
B-460, 1 oz. bottle, dispersed in Ethyl Acetate.
B-461, 2 oz. bottle. (30% Solids and 70% Solvent)
B-462, 16 oz. bottle.
When you go to the BT series it is also the same PSA material, we have simply used the BT to designate thick,
so the material is 78% solids in 22% solvent, (higher viscosity) Exactly the reverse of the B series material. So
you will pay more but you will receive more solid content so the material will appear much thicker (increased
viscosity).
BT-460, 2 oz. Thick (60% Solids and 40% Solvent,
BT-461,16 oz. Thick (60% Solids and 40% Solvent,

Aerosol Silicone Spray Adhesive
(PSA) Pressure sensitive, aerosol can
is a convenient and very easy to use,
ideal for adhering maxillofacial silicone
prosthetic devices.
B-201
3.2oz Spray
B-201-4 Box of 4 cans
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$34.95
$121.95
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The B-520 is also a silicone based PSA, the solvent used in B-520 series is Pentafluoropropane, the odor does
not appear to present itself as strong or offensive to most clinicians, and demonstrates tremendous tack!
B-520 is also a silicone based PSA , dispersed in a solvents this material is only available in one version.
The B-520, 1 oz. bottle of PSA.
The B-521, 2 oz. bottle.
The B-522, 16 oz. bottle.

B-520 (PSA) NON-FLAMMABLE
B-520 can be shipped worldwide without additional
Shipping regulatory Issues!

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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ADHESIVES
WATER BASED
These adhesives in water emulsion have proven to be excellent,. There
are no solvents present and for the past 20 years, they have shown
extremely good patient acceptance.
WINTER SHIPPING RESTRICTIONS affect these products from
November through April. Requires 2nd Day shipping or faster. Freezing
damages adhesive qualities

DARO ADHESIVE REGULAR
This product is ideal for lighter prostheses in
climates that are cool and dry. White in color,
but dries clear.

DARO ADHESIVE
EXTRA STRENGTH
This product is good for heavier prostheses in
climates that are cool and dry. White in color,
but dries clear.

DARO HYDROBOND
Hydrobond adhesive is to date the
strongest of all the water-based products.
Always try water-based adhesives before
going to the stronger solvent-based
products. White in color, but dries clear.

B-200-R

B-200-ES

B-200-30

2oz

$16.75

2oz

$17.75

2oz

$19.00

B-204 PROS-AIDE
Water-based Pros-Aide is the standard in the industry for adhering appliances and other
makeup components to the skin. Pros-Aide is the base for PAX Paint, which is a
combination of water-based acrylic colors and the adhesive.
B-204
B-204-16

2oz
16oz

$11.75
$76.95

B-220 PERMATYPE ADHESIVE
Medical adhesive, fast drying, waterproof, off-white in color. Contains natural
rubber latex.

B-220

4oz can

$16.95

B-205 3M DOUBLE-SIDED SURGICAL TAPE BIFACE
3M Brand double-sided adhesive coated medical tape. Polyethylene.
B-205
B-205-1
B-205-SR

Factor II, Inc.

Large Roll
1" Roll
Small Roll

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

1/2" x 36 yds.
1" x 24 yds.
1/2" x 3 yds.

$12.95
$16.95
$3.95

Prices subject to change
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AdhesiveSOLVENTS
Solvents
ADHESIVE

PROBOND ADHESIVE REMOVER
Removes adhesive from skin and prostheses. There is virtually no odor and it's clear. It is safe for topical use.

B-608-1
B-608
B-608-16

1oz
4oz
16oz

$4.95
$12.95
$39.95

B-105 UNISOLVE ADHESIVE
REMOVER WIPES
Smith & Nephew Uni-Solve adhesive
remover wipes. Eases tape and adhesive
dressing removal. Reduces trauma from
adhesive removal. Easy to use. For
external use ONLY. Avoid eyes - Use
with adequate ventilation. Keep away
from children.
B-105

Box of 50 wipes

$15.95

B-608-M

25 Mitts

$14.95

B-508 SECURE SOLVENT
Removes silicone-based adhesive residue.
Ingredients: Aliphatic Naphthapetroleum
Distillates

B-508
4oz
B-508-16
16oz.
B-508-gallon Gallon

B-206 DETACHOL ADHESIVE
REMOVER
This adhesive remover is non-irritating,
mild, hypoallergenic, does not sting, nonaerosol, and has no offensive odor.
Detachol has been marketed since 1935
without any adverse reaction to patients'
skin.

B-208 PROS-AIDE ADHESIVE REMOVER
From the makers of Pros-Aide comes a
safe remover/cleaner for Pros-Aide
adhesive.

B-206

B-208

4oz

$17.95

B-7731 HOLLISTER MEDICAL
ADHESIVE REMOVER
Spray adhesive remover for adhesives
and barriers. Effectively removes the
adhesive residue of tapes, barriers and
cements from the skin. WARNING: Do
not apply this product DIRECTLY to
the skin or other areas of the body
such as orifices.
B-7731 Single
B-7731 Box of 4

$26.95
$99.00

$14.95

FP-16 SPIRIT GUM REMOVER FROM
BEN NYE
Ben Nye Spirit Gum Remover is designed
to remove Ben Nye Spirit Gum.

FP-16

$7.95

B-510 BOND OFF FROM BEN NYE
Total adhesive remover. Quickly
dissolves and removes prosthetic
adhesive and spirit gum residue.

B-510
B-511
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$4.95
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$53.95
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2oz.
8oz

$5.95
$10.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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Skin Care
SKIN
CARE

SKIN PREP
B-100 Wipes
B-207 Pump
A waterproof skin barrier that protects the skin from irritation and trauma resulting from
tape or dressing applications. This barrier assures you firm and holding positive tape
adherence by enhancing the power of the adhesive. Skin-Prep Protective Dressing dries
completely when applied and is easily dissolved with soap solutions. The clear barrier
enables observation of skin changes and is non-staining.
B-100
B-207

Box of 50
4oz Pump

$14.95
$16.95

DARO B-200-12 ANTIBACTERIAL SOAP
Use this antimicrobial soap daily to help reduce the amount of microorganisms that can
grow on your prosthetic appliance. This soap will also assist in adhesion by removing
excess buildup on your silicone appliance.

B-200-12

4oz

$4.95

DARO B-200-09 ANTIMICROBIAL SPRAY AGENT
Spray this antimicrobial agent onto the back of your silicone prosthesis daily to reduce
microorganisms that may grow on your prosthetic appliance.

B-200-09

4oz

$5.45

B-203 EDGE ADHESIVE
Edge Adhesive; Developed for implant retained prosthesis, the fine edge is all that needs to be held
down with adhesive but rather than use a traditional adhesive/glue or Vaseline, Technovent has
developed a new adhesive which can be easily wiped away yet retains sufficient tack to hold the
feather edge in place. This specially designed adhesive will not cause any deterioration of the silicone
material used to construct the prosthesis
B-203-10
B-203

Factor II, Inc.

10g
15g

$16.95
$19.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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Magnetic Components
TECHNOVENTTechnovent
MAGNETIC
COMPONENTS
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TECHNOVENT MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
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TECHNOVENT MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
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TECHNOVENT MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
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TECHNOVENT MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
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TECHNOVENT MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
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TECHNOVENT MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
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Ocular
OCULAR COMPONENTS

OCULAR DISCS
BLACK VINYL
Use in the development of
prosthetic eyes.

A clear ocular button with an
aperture Ideal for Creating
prosthetic Acrylic eyes.

Used for developing prosthetic
eyes.

Available sizes: BUTTONS

Available sizes

11.0mm
11.5mm
12.0mm
12.5mm
13.0mm

11.0mm
11.5mm
12.0mm
12.5mm
13.0mm

Aperture sizes:

Available Sizes

J-123 OCULAR
BUTTONS
GREY

J-200 CLEAR OCULAR
BUTTONS

OCULAR IMPRESSION TRAYS
Used to take an impression of an
eye socket to fit artificial eye
prosthesis.
Available sizes:

J-17
J-19
J-21
J-23
J-24
J-26

2-4 mm

J-200 Clear Buttons

$18.00

J-200 Specific Pupil Size:
$21.00

Dark Gray Buttons
J-123

$68.95

$15.00

GP

17mm
19mm
21mm
23mm
24mm
26mm

11.0mm
11.5mm
12.0mm
12.5mm
13.0mm
J-100
LIMITED BLACK DISCS:

9 mm
12.7 mm

Tray

EACH

OIL COLORS

J-100

Black Vinyl
$0.75

J-120

Clear Vinyl

Assorted Grumbacher oil Colors, perfect for coloring
ocular discs for acrylic eye prosthesis.
NOT MADE FOR PLATINUM SILICONE
ELASTOMERS:

$0.65

J-305 MONOPOLY SYRUP
Painting medium developed
specifically for painting of
artificial eyes.
J-305

4oz

$13.50

GP

Oil Colors

Each

$10.95

J-121 Clear Vinyl
2 mm aperture
$0.75

J-130

Black Vinyl
2mm aperture
$0.75

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688
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OCULAR PATIENT CARE

OSL (OCULAR SILICONE LUBRICANT)
J-301 SILK LINED EYE PATCH
Silk lined and black in color.

For artificial eyes ONLY!

Choice of three Viscosities:
B-304
B-303
B-302
EACH

Extra Heavy
Heavy
Light
1/2 oz

$16.95

J-303 CHILD SIZE EYE PATCH
Black silk cover, plastic lining. They are
smaller and fit snugly. Call for available
colors.
J-303 EA.

$3.00

J-301
EA.
J-301-12 Dozen

$3.00
$27.00

J-301-C EYE PATCH #1
Eye patches in a rainbow of colors. Call for
available colors.

J-301-C
EA.
J-301-C-12 Dozen

$3.00
$27.00

J-301-2 EYE PATCH W. PLASTIC LINING
Black silk cover, plastic lining. Best to use
with moist bandages.

J-302 EYE PATCH - TWILL TIE
Black, silk cover, plastic lining. Does not
have elastic, but cloth bands to tie.

J-301-2
J-301-2-12

J-302

EA.
Dozen

$3.00
$28.00

EA.

$3.50

J-400 SUCTION CUPS FOR OCULAR
DISCS
Perfect for working with and handling ocular
discs or removing ocular prostheses. Save
when you order a dozen.

501701 EYELASHES

501710 EYEBROWS

Available in both black (501710) and brown
(501720), for use with orbital prosthesis.
These can be placed as one unit or split for
placement into the silicone appliance.

100% human hair on French lace, Highest
quality available. These eyebrows can be
trimmed to desired size, excellent for use on
orbital prostheses.

J-400 EA.
J-412
(dozen)

501701

501710
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$1.65
$17.95
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IRISES UNLIMITED, INC.
GIVE YOUR PATIENTS THE VERY BEST
NEW -- DIGITAL IRIS BUTTONS
We are now offering the most revolutionary change to the ocularistry profession since WWII.
Our digitally manufactured iris buttons:






Are molded in medical grade PMMA thermo-cured acrylic
Have color and detail absolutely true to life
Provide controlled, exact color reproduction time after time
Use proven materials that do not fade or change color
Save the Ocularist time and money

The first step of achieving accurate color match is to compare molded buttons from the
following Digital Iris Button Sample Color boards (J-150) directly next to the patient’s natural
eye. Nothing is better than seeing the final iris color with the proper thickness of molded
plastic over the iris. This methodology is being used with our digital iris buttons worldwide.
If you don’t have the complete set of sample button color boards, order glossy prints of the
boards on our website, which closely approximate actual colors of images molded in plastic.
Then a range of several iris button colors can be ordered to select the best match for your
patient. This is the next best way to match eye color for a wide range of patients in limited
circumstances. Iris buttons you do not use can be returned for credit on future orders.
Viewing colors on a computer screen or in the catalog is only for relative comparisons of
button colors, and not for final selection of specific colors for patients, because of unavoidably
wide color variations from monitor-to-monitor and in print.
J-150

Digital Iris Sample Color Board

Factor II, Inc.

$5.00

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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IRISES UNLIMITED, INC.

Item numbers below correspond with images at left, row by row.
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B4159-3

B4198-1

B4166-4

B4134-L1

B4196-1

B4196-4

B4191-7

B4191-4

B4191-1

B4054-4e

B4054-1e

B4193-1

B4164-4

B4161-5

B4083-4

B4083-1

B4081-4

B4081-1

B4202-1

B4202-L4

B4192-1

B4092-2

B4116-6

B4116-2

B4195-1

B4195-4

B4195-7

B4058-1

B4058-4

B4058-7

B4189-1

Br2136-3

B4009-1e

B4096-2

Br2146-5

Br2140--3

B4123-1

Br2042-2

B4059-6

B4059-3

B4046-7

Br2161-3

Br2123-4

B4101-4

Br2065-3

B4149-7s

B4149-4s

B41491s

Br2180-2

Br2017-1e

Br2196-1

Br 2194-2

Br2034-4e

Br2034-1e

Br2085-12

Br2085-8

Br2085-5

Br2039-8

Br2039-5

Br2039-1

Br2186-4

Br2186-L1

Br2186-L4

Br2147-7

Br2147-4

Br2147-1

Br2081-7

Br2081-3

Br2081-1

Br2079-4

Br2079-L1

Br2079-L5

Br2188-7

Br2188-4

Br2188-1

Br2061-9

Br2061-5

Br2061-1

Br2060-10

Br2060-6

Br2060-2

Br2192-4

Br2192-1

Br2192-L4

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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IRISES UNLIMITED, INC.

Item numbers below correspond with images above, row by row.
Br2241-4

Br2241-1

Br2241-L3

B4002-10

B4002-7

B4002-4

Br2261-4

Br2261-1

Br2261-L3

B4128-8

B4128-5

B4128-2

B4180-7

B4180-4

B4180-1

B4175-4

B4175-1

B4175-L3

Br2254-4

Br2254-1

Br2254-L3

Br2257-8

Br2257-5

Br2257-2

Br2034-4e

Br2034-1e

Br2034-L3e

B4029-8e

B4029-5e

B4029-2e

Br2239-4

Br2239-1

Br2239-L3

Br2183-7

Br2183-4

Br2183-1

Br2264-4

Br2264-1

Br2264-L3

Br2067-4

Br2067-1

Br2067-L3

Br2252-5

Br2252-2

Br2252-L2

Br2208-4

Br2208-1

Br2208-L3

Br2243-7

Br2243-4

Br2243-1

Br2266-12

Br2266-8

Br2266-4

Br2039-8

Br2039-5

Br2039-1

Br2085-12

Br2085-8

Br2085-5

Br2147-7

Br2147-4

Br2147-1

Br2062-8s

Br2062-5s

Br2062-2s

Br2186-4

Br2186-L1

Br2186-L4

Br2081-7

Br2081-3

Br2081-1

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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IRISES UNLIMITED, INC.
DIGITAL IRIS BROWN COLORS - continued

Item numbers below correspond with images above, row by row.
Br2251-10

Br2251-7

Br2251-4

Br2214-4

Br2214-1

Br2214-L3

Br2231-4

Br2231-1

Br2231-L3

Br2079-4

Br2079-L1

Br2079-L5

Br2032-4

Br2032-1

Br2032-L3

Br2188-7

Br2188-4

Br2188-1

Br2187-7

Br2187-4

Br2187-1

Br2062-7

Br2062-4

Br2062-1

Br2270-7

Br2270-4

Br2270-1

Br2061-9

Br2061-5

Br2061-1

Br2240-4

Br2240-1

Br2240-L3

Br2169-8

Br2169-5

Br2169-2

Br2107-4

Br2107-1

Br2107-L3

Br2211-4

Br2211-1

Br2211-L3

Br2204-7

Br2204-4

Br2204-1

Br2060-10

Br2060-6

Br2060-2

Br2192-4

Br2192-1

Br2192-L4

Br2232-4

Br2232-1

Br2232-L3

Br2199-5

Br2199-2

Br2199-L2

Br2205-4

Br2205-1

Br2205-L3

Br2249-9

Br2249-5

Br2249-1

J-155

Iris Unlimited Ocular Button

$37.50

Identify needed color with your iris identification color code number.
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Disposables
DISPOSABLES

DISPOSABLE BRUSHES P SERIES
An all-horsehair, tin handle "acid" brush. Use for glue, paste, solder, or acid applications. Very popular
for jobs where one time usage is necessary. Horsehair bristles staple-secured, double-crimped.
Standard pack consists of 144 pieces.
Number
Size
P7
00
$11.95
P13
0
$14.95
P14
1
$15.95
P15
2
$20.95
P16
3
$29.95
RED SABLE BRUSHES
Number
G-407-000
G-407-00
G-407-0
G-407-1
G-407-2
G-407-3

Single
$7.00
$8.00
$9.00
$10.00
$11.00
$18.00

Pack of 6 of same size
$32.00
$38.00
$42.00
$47.00
$50.00
$82.00

MIXING PADS
Each sheet is plastic coated on both sides, eliminating penetration of material from one sheet to the
next. Non-slip backing is waterproof.
9012
9013
9014
9016

Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

3 1/4" - 2 9/16"
3 1/2" - 5 1/8"
6 1/2" - 5 1/2"
6 1/2" - 8 1/16"

8 pads
4 pads
2 pads
1 pad

$13.50
$13.50
$13.50
$13.50

J-751 DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SYRINGES 50ML - STARTING AT $2.00 EACH
Single use, sulfur free, sterile, silicone safe 50 ml syringes.
J-751

50ml

Starting @ $2.00

D-209 COTTON TIP APPLICATORS
6" wooden stick cotton applicators. Non-sterile.
D-209

Package of 1000

$37.95

D-209-N PRIMER TIP APPLICATORS
Unique 100% naturally whitened cotton tip applicators. Flat on one end, pointed on the other with
plastic shaft.
D-209-N

Package of 80

$5.45

D-210 WOOD TONGUE DEPRESSORS
6" x 3/4" with smooth surfaces. Clean edges.
D-210

Factor II, Inc.

500/pkg

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

$23.95

Prices subject to change
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SILICONE MIXING CONTAINERS

PK LIDS POLYPROPYLENE LIDS
UNIVERSAL Sleeve of 50 polypropylene lids. PK-LIDS are designed to fit all 4 sizes of the following PK polypropylene cups: PK-6.PK-8,PK-16 &
PK-32 Ideal for storing silicone mixtures for extended usage.
PK-LIDS

50ct. Sleeve

$7.50

PK-6 POLYPROPYLENE CUPS
Sleeve of 50 - 6 oz polypropylene cups. Perfect to use as silicone mixing cups.
PK-6

50ct. Sleeve

$8.95

PK-8 POLYPROPYLENE CUPS
Sleeve of 50 - 8 oz polypropylene cups. Perfect to use as silicone mixing cups.
PK-8

50ct. Sleeve

$11.95

PK-16 POLYPROPYLENE CUPS
Sleeve of 50 - 16 oz polypropylene cups. Perfect to use as silicone mixing cups.
PK-16

50ct. Sleeve

$10.95

PK-32 POLYPROPYLENE CUPS
Sleeve of 25 - 32 oz polypropylene cups. Perfect to use as silicone mixing cups.
PK-32

25ct. Sleeve

$13.95

D-201-P POLYPROPYLENE MEDICINE CUPS
Thin wall, polypropylene, transparent. Graduations are molded into the wall, so content level can be easily seen. Graduated in
teaspoons, cc's and drams. 1oz capacity.
D-201-P

1oz cups

100/pkg.

$9.95

D-201-5 POLYPROPYLENE MEDICINE CUPS
D-201-5

50

5oz cups

Factor II, Inc.

12/pkg.

$4.95

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Prices subject to change
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Clays
CLAYS

CHAVANT SCULPTING CLAY
NSP Tan is a line of professional sulphur-free sculpturing clay. Replacing sulphur minimizes
difficulties related to mold making with platinum silicone rubber. This clay can be melted and
poured at approximately 185° F. Available in soft, medium or hard. Sold in 2lb blocks.
G-214
G-216
G-218

Soft
Medium
Hard

2lb
40lb Bulk

$9.95
$175.00

CHAVANT CLAY
Non-hardening modeling clay. This clay
is proven for use when casting platinum
cured silicones and it will not
contaminate molds.

CLAYETTE MODELING CLAY (SOFT)
Clayette Modeling Clay by Chavant is sulfurfree, non hardening, odor free and flexible
sculpting clay and tack-free (not sticky as in
the G-104 Clay). Color is off white, and
hardest of the flexible clay available, ideal for
use at room temperature. Clayette will not
oxidize. . Ideal for sculpting also available in
G-106 Medium, and G-107 Hard. Sold in two
pound blocks.

G-104

G-105

1lb

$5.75

$9.95

CLAYETTE MODELING CLAY (MEDIUM)
Clayette Modeling Clay by Chavant is
sulfur-free, non hardening, odor free and
flexible sculpting clay and tack-free (not
sticky as in the G-104 Clay). Color is off
white, and hardest of the flexible clay
available, ideal for use at room temperature.
Clayette will not oxidize. Ideal for sculpting
also available in G-105 Soft, and G-107
Hard. Sold in two pound blocks.

CLAYETTE MODELING CLAY (HARD)
Clayette Modeling Clay by Chavant is sulfurfree, non hardening, odor free and flexible
sculpting clay and I tack-free (not sticky as in
the G-104 Clay). Color is off white, and
hardest of the flexible clay available. Ideal for
use at room temperature, Clayette will not
oxidize ideal for sculpting. Also available in
G-105 Soft, and G-106 Medium. Sold in two
pound blocks.

G-106

G-107

$9.95

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688
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Waxes
WAXES

G-112 OCULARIST WAX
Ocularist Wax is ivory carving wax supplied in 6" sticks. This wax is
ideal for carving sclera contours.

G-108 KORECTA WAX
This wax will flow at body temperature and will record movement of
muscular tissue in its natural form.

G-112
G-114

G-108

56 Sticks Regular 1lb
Bulk Pack Regular 5lb

$60.00
$275.00

#4 Orange - Extra Soft

1lb

$45.00

AL-192 BASEPLATE WAX
All Season Base Plate Wax does not distort, or shrink as easily as
other waxes. 3" x 6" sheets of pink base plate wax.

AL-195 UTILITY WAX STRIPS
This easily shaped, soft white rope utility wax is well suited for
building up and post-damming purposes. Each rope is 3/16"
diameter and 12" long

AL-192

AL-195

5lb

$71.95

$18.00

AL-196 BOXING WAX STRIPS
This soft, tacky red wax is ideal for boxing in impressions. Strips will
adhere to themselves or most surfaces. Boxing strips are 1/16" thick
and 1 1/2" wide by 12" long.

G-120 FLESHTONE: SCULPTING WAX
One pound of flesh-pigmented sculpting wax ropes. This custom
wax is designed to use for sculpting facial appliances. Flesh-colored
to replicate skin colors when sculpting for a more consistent
complement of matching colors.

AL-196

G-120
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1lb

$26.95
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Laboratory Supplies
LABORATORY
SUPPLIES

SILICONE WHEEL SET
Save when you buy a set of four
wheels. You will also receive an A204-1 Mandrel. Set includes 1 each
of:
5112
5113
5114
5115
A-204-1 Mandrel

SILICONE TRIMMING WHEELS
These wheels are the absolute
best for trimming the flash of
silicone applications. Some
wheels will cut more aggressively
depending on the silicone
material. Factors that will affect
wheel choice:

Durometer of silicone

Density

Thickness

Speed of handpiece

Pressure

5125

$18.50

Use AL-204 Mandrel

5112 (5C)
5113 (5B)
5114 (5D)
5115 (5A)

Diameter
1" texturing
1"
1"
1"

$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50

JIFFY MIXER
Operates with both electric and air-driven chucked power tools.
Made of 304 stainless steel, fast, thorough mixing, specially
designed for all difficult-to-mix, viscous materials. Some materials
that can be mixed with this are: Alginates, Gypsums and Silicones.
J-LM Small (Pint)
J-HS Medium (1-2 gallon)
J-ES Large (2-5 gallon)

SCULPTING TOOLS
Buy the Kit or each individual tool.
T-1
T-2
T-3
T-4
T-5
T-6
T-7

Cleanup tool
Cleanup tool
Double-Ended Stylus
Saber Saw
Pallet Knife
Double-Ended Drill
Double-Ended Spiral Tool

$5.50
$4.95
$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$6.95

$19.50
$31.95
$60.95

ALCOHOL TORCH
Produces a needle-point flame with gentle pressure on
the weighted plastic bottle. 5" high. Ideal for smooth
wax.
D-316

$8.95

LAB KNIVES
LAB SPATULAS
Stainless Steel Blade - Hand-Rubbed Rosewood Handles
AL-601
AL-602
AL-604

Spatula
Spatula
Spatula

$18.95
$18.95
$14.00

Factor II, Inc.

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Stainless Steel Blade - Hand-Rubbed Rosewood or
Ergonomic Enameled Handles
AL-500
AL-502
AL-503
AL-505
AL-506

Prices subject to change
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Equipment
EQUIPMENT

E-SKIN SPECTROMATCH SPECTROMETER
SKIN MATCHING KIT
E-Skin uses a digital library of nearly 20,000 skin tones to match to
patient skin for prosthetic applications. All entries in the digital library
have a matching colorant recipe. The E-Skin instrument measures
skin color and instantly retrieves and displays on its screen a
matching colorant recipe from its database. The device is
lightweight, easy to use and portable. Its advanced image capture
technology sets a new standard for accuracy in a small handheld
device. With minimal training, clinicians can read a patient's skin
tone, obtain a matching colorant recipe and quickly and accurately
weigh out the formulation required. This kit includes one E-Skin
spectrometer and one E-Skin Colorant starter kit that includes 13
color syringes, 4 Flocking color syringes, and 1 syringe gun.
FE-Spectromatch

E-1217 VACUUM FORMING MACHINE

$1,295.00

Specifications:
Unit Measures: 28" H x 25" L x 16" W
Plastic Sheet Size: 15.25" x 20.25"
Forming Area: 12" x 17"
Weight: 48lbs.
Heater: 1500 Watts
Voltage: 110-120
Maximum depth of draw: 7", depending on mold geometry

$2,995.00

E-1827 VACUUM FORMING MACHINE

$1,895.00

Specifications:
Unit Measures: 30" H x 30" L x 21" W
Plastic Sheet Size: 21.25" x 30.25"
Forming Area: 18" x 27"
Weight: 65lbs.
Heater: 1500 Watts
Voltage: 110-120 (also available in 210-240 volt single phase)
Maximum depth of draw: 9"-11", depending on mold geometry

Our Vacuum Forming Machines have an opening to attach your vacuum source (shop vac or other common household
vacuums) and an additional outlet to add an electric pump if needed. A shop vac or similar vacuum removes a lot of air quickly
but it does not have a lot of torque a pressure sensitive valve closes automatically when the vacuum is no longer able to
suction and what is left can be evacuated by an electric pump if needed. A vacuum pump removes less air with more torque.

DESKTOP TWOROLL MILL
Call for Pricing

E-1920

Specifications:
Unit Measures: 17 1/2” x 10” x 11 1/2”
Rollers measure 131/2 “ Long/ 3 1/2” wide
Interroller adjustment 0.2 to 5 mm
Chrome Rollers
14 Settings
126 pounds

E-1940
Includes extra gear
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EQUIPMENT

OHAUS SCALE
This electronic scale includes an
LCD digital display and push-button
automatic calibration.

SC-4010 400gm
SC-6010 600gm

$325.00
$475.00

SC-600 WEIGHT SOUTH SCALE
Weigh South Precision Scale 600 gm limit
measurable to 0.01 gm. Ideal for E-Skin
measurement.
Features: Measures to 1/100th of a gram.
Comes with calibration weight and power
supply.

SC-2000 AMERICAN WEIGH PRECISION
SCALE 2000 gm limit, measurable to 0.01
gm, includes draft shield. Ideal for E-Skin
pigment measurements to .01 accuracy.
Features: Measures to 1/100th of a gram.
Comes with calibration weight, draft shield,
and power supply.

SC-600

SC-2000

$279.95

PAASCHE AIRBRUSH COMPRESSOR
Compressor with switch and regulator. Features 2.6 C.F.M. (free
air). Economical and suitable for all airbrushes spraying properly
thinned fluids.
It is capable of delivering 35 to 40 P.S.I. maximum pressure. The
Paasche D500 is an oilless diaphragm compressor and comes with
a grounded six foot long 3 wire cord. It operates on 115 volt, 1
phase, 60 cycle, 1/10 H.P., 3 amps and delivers .5 cpm @ 20 P.S.I.
R75AR Regulator will regulate
up to 30 P.S.I depending on usage (intermittent or constant) and
size of the airbrush being used.
Shipping Weight 12 lbs (5.5 kg).
PA-D500SR

$517.95

DOUBLE-ACTION AIRBRUSH
This airbrush can handle thin, medium, and heavier consistency
materials, with interchangeable multiple-heads and needles. Work
range is thus available from fine detail to broader coverage. No
other airbrush can offer more versatility.
VL - Set

$107.00

$220.00

AIRBRUSH SPRAY BOOTH
Rugged and compact, this portable spray booth features galvanized
metal construction for easy cleaning and durability. Working
dimensions are 24" wide × 18" high, perfect for small ceramics and
models. It provides approximately 80 to 100 LFM air movement.

WAX POT
Thermostatically controlled electric pot. Keeps wax at a controlled
temperature. Use injection wax (pg. 31) for best results, but any wax
will work. This unit will keep your wax at a constant temperature for
continual usage. Capacity-1 pint.

PA-HSSB

21.288

$279.99

Factor II, Inc.
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EQUIPMENT

CONVECTION LABORATORY OVEN
This gravity convection oven is designed to consistently and evenly
distribute heat throughout the entire surface of the mold placed
inside the oven. Exteriors are painted light gray and have a hard,
scratch resistant hammer finish. Doors open with high impact
thermoplastic handle. Cabinets have heavy steel double wall
construction. Work space is insulated from the outer cabinet with
one inch of high density mineral wool, and interiors are made of
corrosive resistant aluminized steel. Temperature uniformity is
greatly improved by a perforated heat shield which absorbs radiant
heat and distributes it more evenly.

VACUUM CHAMBER
Transparent polycarbonate jar with a polycarbonate vacuum plate
having a neoprene gasket and tubing.
D-212-1
D-212-2
D-212-4

Bell Jar
Bell Jar
Bell Jar

1 gallon
2 gallon
4.5 gallon

$219.95
$425.95
$585.95

20GC Model
Inside Dimension: 13W x 13H x 13D inches Outside
Dimensions: 15W x 21H x 15D inches Cubic Feet: 1.27
800 Watts
6.95 Amps Heating Range
225 degrees C/ 437 degrees F
30GC Model
Inside Dimension: 18W x 16H x 12D inches Outside
Dimensions: 20W x 25 H x 14D inches Cubic Feet: 2.0
1200 Watts
10.43 Amps Heating Range
225 degrees C /437 degrees F
40GC Model
Inside Dimension: 18W x 21H x 14D inches Outside
Dimensions: 20W x 30H x 16D inches Cubic Feet: 3.0
1600 Watts
13.91 Amps Heating Range
225 degrees C/ 437 degrees F
*Shipping by cargo truck only so shipping times and rates vary. You
will be contacted with final shipping costs
20GC
30GC
40GC

$695.00
$795.00
$895.00

FOREDOM MICRO MOTOR KIT
The 1070 Kit includes:
HP4-917 Control Box
MH-170 Handpiece with 3/32" (2.35mm) Collet
HP4-960 Variable Speed Foot Control
HP4-933 Handpiece Cradle
A spare pair of motor brushes, spare fuse, collet changing wrenches.
The HP4-917 Control Box is compact with switches on the front for
On/Off Power, Forward and Reverse Rotation, and Manual or Foot
Speed Control. Speed can be adjusted from low to full speed using
the dial on the box or with the foot pedal. An Overload Protector
Light is also featured that turns red and sounds a beeping alarm
when the motor stalls.
1070 Foredom Micro Motor Kit

$550.00

BENCH LATHE KIT
Lathe comes with the TM-5 (left hand) and TM-6 (right hand).
Tapered Spindles for holding buffs and brushed up to 4” (100mm) in
diameter. Also included is the Wheel Mandrel R.H. 5/16”.

MICROWAVABLE FLASK
3 piece flask breaks down easily for loading, uses a 4 bolt fastening
system for secure closure. 5.5 in. W X 4 in. deep X 3.5 in. H

BL-100

43800
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Silicone Cartridge Dispensing
Guns
SILICONE CARTRIDGE
DISPENSING
GUNS

DG-1-A CARTRIDGE DISPENSING GUN
(suitable for 50ml 1:1 square-end [A/B] style cartridges
Not suitable for High Viscosity (50,60,&70) cartridge systems.
See our DG-50 Pneumatic Gun for high viscosity.

DG-10-S CARTRIDGE DISPENSING GUN
(suitable for 50ml 10:1 round end [S style] cartridges.

10:1 S-style

1:1 A-style

1:1 B-style

DG-1-A

50ml

$49.95

DG-10-S

50ml

$49.95

DG-10-A CARTRIDGE DISPENSING GUN
Suitable for 50ml 10:1 square-end (A-style) cartridges.

DG-1-S CARTRIDGE DISPENSING GUN
Cartridge Dispensing Gun suitable for 1:1 round end (S style)
cartridges.

10:1 A-style

1:1 S-style

DG-10-A

50ml

$49.95

Factor II, Inc.

DG-1-S

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

50ml

$49.95

Prices subject to change
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SILICONE CARTRIDGE DISPENSING GUNS

PNEUMATIC CARTRIDGE DISPENSING GUN DG-50
Pneumatic 50ml 1:1 Cartridge Dispensing Gun suitable for square
end (A or B style) cartridges. Perfect for high viscosity cartridge
systems.
Max air pressure of 75 psi when using our high viscosity liquid
silicone rubber cartridges.
This gun lists a limit of 116 psi but going over the tested 70 psi
can result in catastrophic cartridge failure!

PNEUMATIC CARTRIDGE DISPENSING GUN DG-200
Pneumatic 200ml 1:1 Cartridge Dispensing Gun required for 200ml
high viscosity liquid silicone rubber cartridges. Used for our high
viscosity silicone cartridge system.
Max air pressure of 87 psi exceeding this limit can cause
catastrophic cartridge or gun failure!

1:1 A-style
1:1 200ml C-style
1:1 B-style

DG-50
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Pneumatic 50ml

$370.00
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DG-200

Call to Order: 1-800-332-8688

Pneumatic 200ml

Prices subject to change

$525.00
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Learning Resources
- Books
LEARNING
RESOURCES

BOOKS
OSSEOINTEGRATION OF CRANIOFACIAL
RECONSTRUCTION
This book is intended to describe
opportunities and limitations in providing a
reliable recipe for prosthetic stability, even in
severely damaged tissue. It is crucial that
each patient is provided with individual
reconstruction procedures related to bone
and soft-tissue handling. In particular, the
prostheses should be tailored to become part
of the particular patient's body.

COMPLEX CLEFT PALATE AND
CRANIOMAXILOFACIAL DEFECTS
Limited stock then to be discontinued.
Call for availability.
A book based on the experiences of a team
in Bauru Brazil. Summarizing not only what
has been achieved for each patient treated
by the team but also how they learned how
to apply and adapt their surgical and
prosthetic experience to a very challenging
clinical task, in a unique atmosphere of
rehabilitation.

J-902

J-903

$175.00

$108.00

STAGE MAKEUP
Known as "the bible of stage makeup," the
ninth edition addresses makeup principles
and techniques for any actor in all types of
stage productions. This extensive exploration
of the application and use of stage makeup
covers all aspects in detail and contains over
400 photo- graphs, drawings, and diagrams
demonstration step-by-step procedures. This
classic book remains accurate and
comprehensive, providing information from
which all readers whether actors new to the industry or seasoned
professional makeup artists will benefit.

DICTIONARY OF PROSTHETIC
REHABILITATION
A dictionary covering the scope of
terminology related to prosthetic
rehabilitation. The purpose of this publication
is to provide a comprehensive
dictionary/source book containing definition
of the terms used in the fields related to the
prosthetic restoration of missing facial and
somato structures in one manageable
volume. Terms are drawn heavily from the
fields of medical art, prosthodontics, ocular prosthetics, material
science, and prosthetics.

J-913

J-912

$165.00

$38.95

FUNDAMENTALS OF FACIAL
PROSTHETICS
This textbook, edited by Robert E.
McKinstry, DMD, MDS, MA, is based on the
various sub-specialties concerned.
Fundaments of Facial Prosthetics is a timely
and complete guide to the field of facial
reconstruction. It provides essential "how-to"
information on facial prosthetic rehabilitation
for the wide-range of professionals involved
in this growing area of the health care
profession. Over 300 illustrations, 224p, 8 1/2 x 11 hardcover.

MOLDING & CASTING
Molding and casting for moulage workers,
sculptors, artists, physicians, dentists,
criminologists, craftsmen, pattern makers
and architectural modelers

J-914

J-924

$105.00

An original copy of MOLDING AND
CASTING by Carl Dame Clarke.

$120.00

GETTING STARTED IN AIRBRUSH
This book has 22 step-by-step
demonstrations of all the basic level airbrush
techniques. This book will get you started in
airbrush by explaining easy step-by-step
instruction, techniques and tools used to
build an airbrush painting. It will show you
everything you need to begin, what materials
to purchase first and where to look for ideas.
It's a must for the beginner or someone who
just needs a little more help.

CRANIOFACIAL PROSTHESIS
In part I, patient presentations on auricular,
nasal, orbital, and complex defects illustrate
the art of prosthetic reconstruction. In part II,
various specialists share their experience and
advice on how to optimize treatment planning
and results using osseointegration to anchor
prostheses. This book presents state of the
art achievements, setting an international
standard for prosthetic craniofacial
rehabilitation.
Case presentations only. There are no
techniques described in how to make prostheses.

J-927

J-932

$23.00
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LEARNING RESOURCES
BOOKS
CLEFT PALATE DENTISTRY
The dental treatment of a patient who has a
cleft of the lip and palate can vary from very
simple measures to very involved and
complex procedures. Advances in the surgical
treatments of clefts of the lip and palate have
allowed many of those with clefts to lead
normal and productive lives. Needs for
improved dental treatment have also evolved
together with these surgical advances. Most
textbooks in the area of cleft lip and palate treatment, however,
focus on the team treatment concerns with each discipline involved
relegated to a single chapter, or they emphasize the developmental
aspects of care. In these textbooks, the tendency is to over-simplify
or reduced in importance the diverse and condensed into a single
chapter a part of an over all work on cleft palate care. Thus there
is a need for a textbook that focuses exclusively on the broad
spectrum of dental treatment needs of cleft lips and palate patients.
J-933

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
OCULARISTS
This special reprint edition of The Journal of
the American Society of Ocularists has been
produced by ABI Professional Publications by
arrangement with the American Society of
Ocularists. It is designed to meet a demand
for previously published professional
literature in the field of ophthalmic prosthetics
that is no longer readily available. We have
made every effort to insure accuracy of
content . This publication is not an endorsement of the research,
techniques or results reported.
Complete Set 1977-1996
J-934
$155.00

$120.00

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF OCULARISTS
This special reprint edition of The Journal of
the American Society of Ocularists has been
produced by ABI Professional Publications by
arrangement with the American Society of
Ocularists. It is designed to meet a demand
for previously published professional
literature in the field of ophthalmic prosthetics
that is no longer readily available.
We have made every effort to insure
accuracy of content . This publication is not an endorsement of the
research, techniques or results reported.

10 Volume Set 1996-2005
J-936
$275.00

A SINGULAR VIEW
Frank B. Brady was a professional engineer
registered in the District of Columbia. He had
a broad background in aviation and
electronics as the Executive Director of the
Institute of navigation, a Washington, D.C.
based technical and scientific society. He
was a recognized authority on the subject of
aircraft all-weather landing and was published
extensively in that field. Mr. Brady was able
to draw both on his technical education and
his professional experience in coping with the problems that come
with loss of vision in one eye.
In his introduction, Julius Axlerod, Ph.D., the distinguished Nobel
Prize recipient from the National Institute of Health, shares his
personal experiences regarding monocular vision.
John W. McTigue, M.D., F.A.C.S., w rote the forew ord and
served as medical consultant for this book. Dr. McTigue was a
practicing ophthalmologist in the District of Columbia. He was also
Professor of Ophthalmology at George Washington University and
Chairman of the Department of Ophthalmology at the Washington
Medical Center.
J-937

$35.00

AIRBRUSH
The Airbrush is a versatile instrument that is
used for everything from photographic
retouching to the creation of works for the
fine art. This book begins with the airbrush
itself, and how it works. Then moves into
drawing styles and helpful hints. With those
techniques learned it moves into an
advanced course for the hard core artists.
Last it concludes with a gallery of the work of
13 virtuosos of the airbrush, depicting in full
color the variety of styles, effects, and
imagery available to the airbrush artist.
J-940
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Learning Resources
- Videos
LEARNING
RESOURCES

VIDEOS

MARK ALFREY
Mark Alfrey’s Ultimate Lifecasting Video
Mark Alfrey’s Sculpting the Human Head
Mark Alfrey’s Sculpting with Water Clay
Mark Alfrey’s Sculpting Movie Monsters
Mark Alfrey’s Sculpting the Nude Figure

VC-21
VC-22
VC-24
VC-25
VC-26

$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95

EYES MADE EASY VOLUME 1
A comprehensive guide to making acrylic human eyes. Highly detailed instructions on DVD to create realistic
human eyes, including a list of the special equipment necessary for the construction. Ken Banks
VC-2

$49.95

BETTER ONE PIECE HEAD MOLDS FROM LIFE
Learn from master sculptor Mark Prent as he takes you step-by-step through every detail of molding an entire
head from life. First in a series of technical- instructional videos by Pink House Studios in association with
master sculptor Mark Prent. Molding instruction includes hair, ears, and interior of the mouth. This process
employs safe materials. Included are innovative techniques and tips to simplify the procedure. Find out how to
prevent the “drippiness” associated with conventional alginate molds, while at the same time extending your
material and achieving a more tear-resistant mold. The resultant mold is suitable for most casting mediums
including “lost-wax”.
VC-11

DVD ONLY

$54.95

SUCCESS WITH FULL BODY MOLDS AND FORTON CASTINGS
Since we released our highly praised first video “Better One Piece Head Molds From Life,” Pink House Studios
has received countless requests for a definitive video on full-body molding, featuring master sculptor Mark Prent.
We are therefore very pleased to add “Success With Full Body Molds and Forton Castings” to our list of
technical videos. Like its predecessors, “Better One Piece Head Molds From Life” and “The User’s Guide to
Reducit, Rubber Molds and Innovative Plastic Support Structures,” “Success” is quite literally crammed with
detailed instructions, innovative materials, and some new twists on old methods. Not only does “Success”
feature Mark Prent demonstrating his system for efficient plaster bandage contact body mold, high purity silicone
rubber body molds, and Algiform Slow-Set (alginate) body molds; this valuable tape also introduces Forton MG,
a new casting alternative to polyester resin and fiberglass that is infinitely safer and easier to use. We think you
will agree that this video belongs in every figurative
VC-13
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Special FX FX
SPECIAL

TP-61 TRANSLUCENT POWDER

WH CREPE HAIR

A colorless powder designed for bright, dark and specialty creme
shades. This powder sets all makeup shades without altering color.
Unlike baby powder, this powder contains an antiperspirant to retard
perspiration.

English woolen hair has been used for decades in theatrical work. It
is used to create mustaches, beards, sideburns, eyebrows, etc. It is
also great for making a variety of prosthetics.
WH

TP-61 1.5oz
TP-61-8 8oz

$3.95
$8.00

½ oz bundles 7 to 8" Length:

$14.00

Available in 15 colors, call for availability!

FX-310 ON SKIN SILICONES
SPECIAL EFFECTS CARTRIDGE

FX-330 BRUISE POWDER

BCM-16 BALD CAP MATERIAL

Specially formulated material to produce
highly realistic contusions (bruising) and
abrasions (small cuts and scratches).
5 gram containers.

Dermatologically tested safe, strong,
polyurethane material. Ideal for creating
Custom Bald Caps.

FX-330

BCM-16

$12.50

$69.95

BCM-2 (BEADS ONLY)
$54.95
Does not require hazardous shipping!

This cartridge based silicone applicator
requires no mixing or weighing. Since it
cures at room temperature, it can be
applied, shaped and cured directly on the
skin. The fine edges can be blended away
before curing. It is available in a variety of
colors for many different applications. This
1:1 platinum cured silicone is safe and easy
to use. We do advise a light coat of powder
for a final set then add any additional
colorants for special effects. It is necessary
to purchase a DG-1-A dispensing gun to
apply the silicone which is mixed internally
with a disposable nozzle minimizing any air
in the mixture.
FX-310
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